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Standard Cell Library Design for Sub-threshold Operation

Scaling the voltage to the sub-threshold region is a convincing technique to achieve low power in digital circuits. The problem is that process variability severely impacts the performance of circuits operating in the sub-threshold domain. Among other reasons, this mainly stems from the fact that sub-threshold current follows a widely spread Log-Normal distribution.

There are many interesting aspects to explore in the sub-threshold digital design. This thesis is dedicated to optimizing a standard cell library at 0.3V. The reason why we start with optimizing the standard cell library is that, standard cells (normally provided by the foundry) are the basic elements of digital circuits yet easily to be overlooked. However, the standard cell library is normally designed for super-threshold operations. The timing and power features of the standard cell library at sub-threshold are not optimized. What is worse, in sub-threshold region, the process variations severely impact the performance of the circuit. When designing digital circuits, the process variations need to be considered. Therefore, a sub-threshold standard cell library optimization methodology is needed to allow designers to optimize standard cells at different voltages in sub-threshold region at various technology nodes with the consideration of process variations.

Different from the previous works in sub-threshold region design, the main contributions of this work include: a variation aware sizing methodology to optimize standard cells for sub-threshold operations; based on the proposed methodology, custom standard cell libraries with over 100 standard logic cells have been developed at 90nm and 40nm technology nodes; test chips have been designed to provide silicon measurement results for methodology verification. Our optimization strategy relies on balancing the mean currents of the N and P network based on statistical formulations. The equivalent N and P networks are derived based on the best and worst case transition times. The slack available in the best-case timing arc is reduced by using smaller transistors on that path, while the timing of the worst-case timing arc is improved by using bigger transistors. The optimization is done such that the overall area remains constant with regard to the area before optimization. Two sizing styles are applied, one based on both transistor width and length tuning, and the other one based on width tuning only.
The optimization methodology has been evaluated on various sets of benchmark circuits and through silicon prototypes. Without loss of generality, when comparing results to the use of a super-threshold library characterized for low voltage operation in CMOS 40nm, we observed about 50% power delay product improvement on the benchmarks, and about 50% lower dynamic energy consumption in the silicon prototypes through the use of our sub-threshold library.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Why Sub-threshold

Due to the rapid growth of battery-operated portable applications such as personal digital assistants, cellular phones, medical applications, wireless receivers, and other portable communication devices, the demand for power sensitive design is expanding significantly [1]. Well-known methods of low power design (for example voltage scaling, switching activity reduction, architectural techniques of pipelining and parallelism, Computer-Aided Design (CAD) techniques of device sizing, interconnect, and logic optimization) may not be sufficient in many applications such as portable computing gadgets or medical electronics, where ultra low power consumption with medium frequency of operation (tens to hundreds of MHz) is the primary requirement. To cope with this insufficiency, the design of digital sub-threshold logic has been investigated [2-8]. In the sub-threshold region, the sub-threshold leakage current is used for computation. Operating in the sub-threshold region results in a quadratic reduction in dynamic power at the cost of performance degradation. Considering the frequency requirements of portable computing devices, design techniques based on sub-threshold logic have gained a wide interest in recent years.

1.2 Challenges in Sub-threshold Design

In [9], the advantages and challenges of design techniques making use of sub-threshold logic have been summarized based on simulation results in CMOS 90nm and 65nm technology nodes. The advantages are static power, dynamic power, and short circuit power savings. The low power consumption benefit of working in the sub-threshold region does not come for free, however. The cost is performance degradation and increased sensitivity to process variation when compared to super-threshold operations. These are two of the main problems that need to be solved before crossing the barrier of optimizing operations in the sub-threshold region.
The first challenge in sub-threshold design is the relatively low current flow that results in low frequency of operation. In [9], it is shown that sub-threshold logic is only relevant for systems and components operating at up to tens of MHz in a 65nm CMOS process. The frequency degradation of sub-threshold logic is only a challenge for high speed applications. In some applications, the use of both sub-threshold and super-threshold logic provides means to bypass these limitations. Furthermore, lowering the system supply voltage for different use-case modes, such as low performance mode and always-on mode, is another possibility for using sub-threshold logic.

The other main challenge in sub-threshold design, discussed in [1, 10-18], is the impact of process variations. The sub-threshold current is exponentially dependent on the transistor’s threshold voltage. Accordingly, process variations that substantially affect the threshold voltages can cause a large variance in the behavior of sub-threshold circuits. In extreme cases, this can even cause circuits to malfunction. Special means, therefore, need to be taken to deal with this issue.

The choice of design sign-off points is also a major challenge in sub-threshold design. This challenge can be discussed from two aspects: temperature variation and cross corner variation. In the super-threshold region, a rise in temperature generally slows down circuits due to carrier mobility degradation. However, a rise in temperature causes a fall in threshold voltage, which exponentially increases the sub-threshold current. At a certain temperature, this increase overtakes the carrier mobility degradation. Sub-threshold circuits, therefore, become faster with increased temperature. On the other side of the temperature scale, cooling down a circuit not only increases carrier mobility but also minimizes sub-threshold leakage. At very low temperatures, the drain leakage becomes so minimal that the temperature-insensitive gate leakage current becomes the dominant leakage current. A further drop in temperature leads to negligible changes of leakage current. In sub-threshold designs, the scaling behavior among distinct signoff corners is different from super-threshold designs due to the impact of process and temperature variations. In the sub-threshold region, the behaviors of digital cells have problems in SF (slow NMOS fast PMOS) and FS (fast NMOS slow PMOS) corners due to the unbalanced PMOS and NMOS transistors. The difference between the high and low noise margin at those two corners is larger than the other three process corners (TT: typical NMOS typical PMOS, SS: slow NMOS slow PMOS, FF: fast
NMOS fast PMOS), which leads to a very low low-noise margin in the FS corner and a low high-noise margin in the SF corner.

Though challenges exist, sub-threshold design still commands wide interest to the digital design community. In [11], the energy efficiency of sub-threshold design is analyzed considering process variations, and a method is proposed to analyze the impact of the process variations on the optimal energy efficiency point. In [3], a FFT processor working at 180mV is proposed. Special circuit design considerations are employed to maintain the functionality of the standard cells for ultra-low voltage operation. Gate width sizing is used to improve the noise margin at different corners. Furthermore, the number of stacked devices is limited to reduce the series leakage dissipation. In [7], the authors present a design technique for (near) sub-threshold operation that achieves ultra low energy dissipation at throughputs of up to 100 MB/s (suitable for digital consumer electronic applications). A threshold voltage balancer structure is used to compensate the threshold mismatch between the PMOS and NMOS transistors. Finger-structured transistors are employed to improve current drivability. Furthermore, a sub-threshold standard cell selection procedure is described for higher reliability. In [19], another FFT processor core is presented with different design technologies. Additional pipeline latches are used to improve the performance and energy savings in the sub-threshold region. The logic depth is also deeply reduced for energy reduction and supply voltage minimization. At 0.27V, the FFT core operates at 30 MHz compared to typical ultra low voltage application working at tens of kilo hertz. In [20-24], the transmission gate structure is widely used in different sub/near-threshold circuit applications for variation resilient purposes. In [23], LVT devices with transmission gate structure are used to achieve MHz performance and sub-pJ energy consumption in sub-threshold region. In [21, 22, 24], pipelining and time borrowing design techniques are used for sub-threshold DSP design. In [20], a JPEG encoder with deeply pipelined architecture is fabricated in CMOS 40nm technology. All the logic gates are implemented based on a differential transmission gate structure to guarantee a variation resilient design with 5MHz performance at 210mV supply voltage.

There are other works that have contributed to the development of sub-threshold design, mainly related to sub-threshold transistor sizing and library characterization. In [25, 26], the authors calculate the optimum supply voltage to minimize energy consumption. They also claim that, theoretically, minimum sized cells are optimal for energy reduction. However, in this thesis, it is shown
that under speed constraints and when process variability is taken into account, this is not always the case. In [27], the authors explain the benefit of technology choices, power supply scaling, and body bias adaptability for circuits working in the sub-threshold region. It is implied that standard cell timing could be improved using the mentioned design techniques. The concept of sub-threshold logical effort for complex gate sizing is presented in [16]. Particularly interesting is a closed form current equation derived for stacked transistors in relation to other transistors in the same stack. In [28], the reverse short channel effect in the sub-threshold region is used for transistor sizing optimization, where the channel length is increased to have an optimal threshold voltage. This causes the transistors to have a higher current, to be less sensitive to random variations, and to have a smaller area. With a higher current and a lower gate capacitance, both the delay and power consumption are reduced. Furthermore, in [28], the channel lengths are increased to achieve the maximum currents for both NMOS and PMOS transistors. In [6], a standard cell library in 65nm CMOS technology is presented where, by upsizing the channel length of all transistors in each given cell, the energy per operation is reduced by about 15%. In this thesis, the standard cells are tuned individually, with various length and width selections, to have balanced transition currents. In [13], a searching algorithm is presented. The algorithm is based on multiple objectives through a free space search to optimize one cell. The approach is exhaustive, and the searching effort is huge for a complete library. In [29], a 45nm standard cell library optimized for 0.35V is proposed. The proposed PMOS-to-NMOS transistor ratio optimization is based on the optimal energy-delay product, not on balanced rise and fall times. In this thesis, the rise and fall times are balanced by taking into account the effect of process variations.

With knowledge of the existing techniques [2-4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 20-25, 27-37] and the requirements of an application area, this doctoral research is formulated in the next section.

1.3 Problem Statement

In the previous section, some application areas and the challenges of the sub-threshold logic design were discussed. Among many applications, wireless sensor networks (WSN) have created the ability to know the world in every dimension [38-41]. Currently, the concept of sensor network is extended to the network around the human body. The body area network helps people to understand themselves much better than ever [42-45]. Even further developed
small sensors can be swallowed or implanted into human body [46-49]. The above developments and other low power applications have inspired the digital circuit design society to search for solutions to those low power applications. Working in the sub-threshold region provides a very promising low power feature for applications with low/medium performance requirement such as the WSN and body area networks. However, there is a need to improve design methodologies in sub-threshold operations due to the performance sensitivity to process, voltage, and temperature variations. In this thesis, the problem of energy-efficient robust sub-threshold design is approached by developing standard cells that exhibit better robustness and performance over the current state of the art.

There are two interesting aspects to explore in the field of sub-threshold digital design: the lack of optimization of timing and power features, and the impact of process variations.

- This thesis is dedicated to optimizing a standard cell library at 0.3V. The reason why the standard cell library is optimized is that although standard cells (normally provided by the foundry) are the basic elements of digital circuits, they can easily be overlooked. In the current state of the art, the standard cell library is normally designed for super-threshold operations; thus the timing and power features of the standard cell library in sub-threshold operations are not optimized.
- What is worse, in the sub-threshold region, process variations severely impact the performance of the circuit, and the current state of the art libraries cannot properly address this challenge. Obviously, when designing digital circuits, process variations need to be considered. Therefore, a sub-threshold standard cell library optimization methodology is needed to allow designers to optimize standard cells at different voltages taking into account the impact of process variations.

In addition to the main problem statements, there is another interesting point to mention: the supply voltage value of 0.3V is chosen for two reasons. First, the transistors operate in the deep sub-threshold region. Secondly, working at 0.3V is convenient for the connection of wireless power sources, which is highly desirable for body area networks and WSN applications. In other words, working at 0.3V provides both power reduction and frequency benefits for body area network applications.
1.4 Contributions

Different from previous works for sub-threshold design, the main contributions of this work include the following:

- A statistical formulation of the sub-threshold current suitable to design process-aware low voltage standard cells [14, 36] (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3);
- A variation-aware gate sizing methodology to optimize standard cells for sub-threshold operation [14, 37] (Chapter 4);
- The development of custom standard cell libraries with over 100 standard logic cells in both 90nm and 40nm CMOS technology nodes [30, 37, 50] (Chapter 5); and
- Test chips to generate silicon measurement results to verify the proposed standard cell libraries in actual designs (Chapter 6).

1.5 Thesis Overview

The thesis is organized as follows. The transistor design trade off in sub-threshold region is presented in Chapter 2. The transistor sizing strategies in sub-threshold region is shown in Chapter 3. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 provide the base for the proposed methodology. The standard cell optimization methods are explained in detail in Chapter 4. The standard cell library characterization and benchmarking based on simulation and silicon measurement results are shown in Chapter 5. The comparison among different libraries based on the benchmark circuit simulation and silicon results are presented in Chapter 6.
CHAPTER 2

TRANSISTOR LEVEL DESIGN TRADE-OFFS IN SUB-THRESHOLD

The sub-threshold region, also called the weak inversion region, was first defined as the “parabolic region” by Garett and Brattain in their Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor (MIS) diode study [51]. Their studies show that as soon as some voltage is applied between the source and the drain of a MOS transistor structure, the minority carriers move by diffusion, thereby producing a drain current: a sub-threshold current. The weak inversion region is defined as the sub-threshold region, where the supply voltage of the transistor is below the threshold voltage in modern CMOS technology nodes.

The sub-threshold current was neglected for many years since it was at the sub microampere level. In [52], the MOS transistor current was measured at very low levels, and the exponential dependence of the drain current to the gate voltage was made evident. This paper marked the onset of the interest in ultra low power digital design.

An illustration of an n-type MOSFET operating in the sub-threshold region is shown in Figure 2.1. The drawings of the n-type MOSFET in the linear region and saturation regions, respectively, are shown Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.1 Cross section view of enhanced mode n-channel MOSFET operating in the sub-threshold region.
Compared to the linear region, and saturation region shown in Figure 2.2, when the gate to source voltage is smaller than the threshold voltage, there is no conduction channel between the drain and source terminals, and the area between the source and drain terminals is depleted. There is no inversion layer, as depicted in Figure 2.1. Considering the effect of thermal energy on the Fermi–Dirac distribution of electron energies, some of the more energetic electrons at the source terminal flow to the drain terminal through the depletion region. This electron flow results in the sub-threshold current [12, 53].

With the work of [35, 54-57], in [58], a compact model to describe the flowing drain current was developed, and it is written here as Equation (2.1). The model was further developed in detail in [59], and it is shown as Equation (2.2)

\[
I_D = I_{D0} \exp \left( \frac{V_{gs}}{nU_T} \right) \left( \exp \left( \frac{-V_s}{U_T} \right) - \exp \left( \frac{-V_{ds}}{U_T} \right) \right) \tag{2.1}
\]

\[
I_{Sub} = \mu_{eff} C_d \frac{W}{L} \left( \frac{kT}{q} \right)^2 e^{\frac{V_{gs}-V_{th}}{V_{ds}}} e^{\frac{V_{ds}}{kT/q}} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{V_{ds}}{kT/q}} \right) \tag{2.2}
\]

where

- \( I_{D0} \) Drain current when zero biasing,
- \( \mu_{eff} \) Effective mobility,
- \( C_{ox} \) Oxide capacitance,
- \( C_d \) Depletion capacitance,
- \( W \) Transistor width,
- \( L \) Transistor length,
- \( m \) \( 1 + C_d / C_{ox} \).
$U_T \quad$ Thermal voltage ($kT/q$);

$V_{gs} \quad$ Gate-source voltage,

$V_{th} \quad$ Threshold voltage, and

$V_{ds} \quad$ Drain-source voltage.

This current model (without the DIBL effect) has been shown in many research works for low voltage low power applications [7, 15, 29, 34, 60]. In this model, the exponential dependency of the sub-threshold current to the threshold voltage is clearly shown.

The current is very small in the sub-threshold region. Furthermore, process variations severely impact the performance of a transistor through threshold voltage variation. Due to the exponential relationship of the current to threshold voltage, the sub-threshold current follows a log-normal distribution. Three thousand Monte-Carlo simulations of a minimum sized NMOS transistor in a CMOS 40nm Low Power technology ($|V_{gs}| = |V_{ds}| = 0.3V$, $T = 25^\circ C$) were used to obtain the statistical distributions of the threshold voltage and sub-threshold current shown in Figure 2.3. The simulation uses a BSIM4 (V4.5) model. The wide spread of the transistor current in the sub-threshold region makes it difficult to be modeled for the design of digital circuits in the sub-threshold regime. The modeling and the behavior of transistors in the sub-threshold region are addressed in the following sections.

Figure 2.3 Threshold voltage and sub-threshold current distributions of a minimum sized NMOS transistor in a 40nm CMOS technology ($W=0.15\mu m$ and $L=40nm$. $V_{GS} = V_{DS} = 0.3V$. $T = 25^\circ C$).
In the sub-threshold region, the transistor behaves differently from that in the super-threshold region. In the previous section, the fact that the sub-threshold current follows a log-normal distribution has already been pointed out. To model the distribution, the mean $E[]$ and standard deviation $Std[]$ of the sub-threshold current are introduced.

Based on Equation (2.2) and [11, 61], the distribution of the sub-threshold current (shown in Figure 2.3) can be statistically modeled as,

\[
E[I_{\text{Sub}}] = \mu_{\text{eff}} C_d \frac{W}{L} \left( kT \over q \right)^2 \frac{V_{\text{gs}} - E[V_{\text{th}}]}{n kT / q} + \frac{\text{Std}^2[V_{\text{th}}]}{2(n kT / q)^2} \left( 1 - e^{-V_{ds} / kT / q} \right)
\]

(2.3)

\[
\text{Std}[I_{\text{Sub}}] = \sqrt{\left( e^{(n kT / q)^2} - 1 \right) \left( E[I_{\text{Sub}}] \right)}
\]

where

- $E[V_{\text{th}}]$ Mean value of the threshold voltage,
- $\text{Std}[V_{\text{th}}]$ Standard deviation of threshold voltage.

In [59], the channel length modulation, short-channel effect, and narrow-channel effect are identified to be related to the pinch-off voltage in field-effect transistors, which is the same concept of the threshold voltage in MOS transistors. In the next section, simulation results of transistors with different widths and lengths are shown to demonstrate how the sizes of transistors affect the sub-threshold current and, therefore, the distribution of the sub-threshold current.

### 2.1 NMOS Transistor Behavior

In this section, a series of NMOS transistors with different sizes in a CMOS 40nm technology are simulated. Monte Carlo simulations with 3000 iterations based on a commercial foundry model are used to show the influence of the sizes of transistors on the distributions of the sub-threshold current and threshold voltage.

#### 2.1.1 Width tuning

The inverse narrow width effect causes a non-proportional relationship between the drain current and the transistor width: as the transistor width is increased from the minimum width, the drain current increases more slowly than expected due to the increased threshold voltage. The inverse narrow
width effect is shown in [10]. It is pointed out that the inverse narrow width effect increases the threshold voltage rapidly when the transistor width increases from the minimum value to 0.5µm in 90nm, 65nm, and 40nm technology nodes [10]. This effect becomes significant at low supply voltages, especially in the near/sub-threshold region, because the sub-threshold current is exponentially dependent on the threshold voltage. As a result, the transistor width has to be significantly increased to obtain a proportional increase of the drain current. Wider transistors, however, lead to larger area, higher power consumption, and longer delay.

Based on the work of [10], the statistical features of the narrow width effects are investigated. NMOS transistors with 40nm channel length in a CMOS 40nm technology were simulated (\(V_{GS} = V_{DS} = 0.3\text{V}, T = 25^\circ\text{C}\)) and the results are shown in Figure 2.4. The distribution parameters, \(\langle E[V_{th}]\rangle\) and \(\text{Std}[V_{th}]\) of \(V_{th}\), are derived from the Monte Carlo simulation. Furthermore, two values \(\langle E[V_{th}]\rangle + 3 \times \text{Std}[V_{th}]\) and \(\langle E[V_{th}]\rangle - 3 \times \text{Std}[V_{th}]\) are calculated to represent the upper bound and lower bound, respectively, of the \(V_{th}\) distribution.

Figure 2.4 The distribution parameters of NMOS transistor threshold voltages vs. transistor width (\(L = 40\text{nm}. V_{GS} = V_{DS} = 0.3\text{V}. T = 25^\circ\text{C}\)).

The minimum allowed transistor channel width in the simulated CMOS 40nm technology is 0.15µm. In Figure 2.4 (a), the inverse narrow width effect [10] is clearly observed when the transistor width varies from 0.15µm to
0.50\mu m. When the transistor width increases, \(E[V_{th}]\) increases rapidly in the inverse narrow width effect range. The corresponding \(\text{Std}[V_{th}]\) is shown in Figure 2.4 (b). When the transistor width increases, the \(\text{Std}[V_{th}]\) decreases. In Figure 2.4 (c), the distributions of the upper bound and lower bound of the \(V_{th}\) are shown. When the transistor width is increased above 0.50\mu m, the inverse narrow width effect diminishes. As shown in Figure 2.4, when the width increases from 0.5\mu m to 1.5\mu m, the \(E[V_{th}]\) is in the range of [0.620V, 0.625V] while the \(\text{Std}[V_{th}]\) decreased from 0.020V to 0.012V. The increase of the \(E[V_{th}]\) and the decrease of the \(\text{Std}[V_{th}]\) lead to \(V_{th}\) spread reduction.

Figure 2.5 The distribution parameters of the drain currents of NMOS transistors vs. transistor width (\(L = 40\text{nm}, V_{GS} = V_{DS} = 0.3V, T = 25^\circ C\)).

Transient analysis is used to measure the drain switching current through NMOS transistors, with 40nm channel length. The measured transistor is loaded with four copies of the same transistor at the output node. The results are shown in Figure 2.5. As shown in Figure 2.4, the distribution of the \(V_{th}\) becomes narrower when the width of the transistor is increased. From Equation (2.3), it is shown that when \(E[V_{th}]\) increases and \(\text{Std}[V_{th}]\) decreases (the distribution of the \(V_{th}\) is narrowed down) \(E[I_{Sub}]\) decreases exponentially. However, due to the linear dependency of \(E[I_{Sub}]\) on the channel width, when the channel width increases, \(E[I_{Sub}]\) increases linearly. In Figure 2.5 (a) and Figure 2.5 (b), \(E[I_{Sub}]\) and \(\text{Std}[I_{Sub}]\) increase sub-linearly when the channel width increases. As stated in [10], if there is no inverse short channel effect, the increase of \(E[I_{Sub}]\) is pro-
portional to the increase of the channel width as illustrated by the dashed line $E[I_{Sub}]_{ref}$ in Figure 2.5 (a). The actual slope of $E[I_{Sub}]$ is smaller than the slope of the dashed $E[I_{Sub}]_{ref}$ line due to the inverse short channel effect. In [10], it is shown that as the channel width increases, the threshold voltage increases as well, which leads to a slower increase on the drain current. It follows then that width tuning in the sub-threshold region is not as effective as in the super-threshold region to increase the drain current. The $\pm 3 \times Std$ value of the drain current is shown in Figure 2.5 (c). Note that, in sub-threshold region, the current follows a lognormal distribution. In order to calculate the $E[I_{Sub}] \pm 3 \times Std[I_{Sub}]$ value, the data from Monte Carlo simulation needs to be transformed to a normal distribution first. After the calculation, the natural exponential function is applied to the calculated value. The detailed steps are listed in the Appendix. The trend of $E[I_{Sub}] + 3 \times Std[I_{Sub}]$, shown in green, indicates that the distribution of the upper bound of the drain current decreases initially and increases afterwards. As shown in Figure 2.5 (c), the upper bounds are equal when the channel width is 0.155 µm and 0.355 µm. The minimum upper bound is observed when $W = 0.205 \mu m$. Another interesting point regarding Figure 2.5 (c) is that the spread of the sub-threshold current increases with increased channel width, which means wider channel width does not lead to smaller current variation.

From a “current variation” perspective, the transistor width should be minimized. From the $E[I_{Sub}]$ perspective, the linear dependency on the channel width makes increasing the channel width a preferable choice to increasing $E[I_{Sub}]$. However, note that the current increase (when the transistor width is increased) in the sub-threshold region is not as effective as in the super-threshold region.

2.1.2 Length Tuning

The length modulation effect is explained in [59]. In [28], it is shown that in the sub-threshold region, length tuning is a promising sizing method to find an optimal threshold voltage which causes the transistors to have a higher current. In this section, the length tuning effect is investigated (statistically) while the channel width of the transistor is kept as a fixed value.

In Figure 2.6, the super-threshold length tuning effect on $V_{th}$ is shown with transistors in the 40nm technology node with a fixed channel width (0.3µm). $V_{GS} = V_{DS} = 1.1V$. In [28], the short channel effect (SCE) and reverse short chan-
nel effect (RSCE) are investigated. SCE (or $V_{th}$ roll-off) is an undesirable phenomenon in short channel devices where $V_{th}$ decreases as the channel length is reduced, as shown by the black arrows in Figure 2.6. The SCE is exacerbated with an increased drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect. Traditionally, non-uniform HALO doping is used to reduce the DIBL effect. As a byproduct of HALO doping, a short channel device shows RSCE, where the $V_{th}$ decreases as the transistor channel length is increased [62, 63]. The RSCE is not a major concern in conventional super-threshold designs since SCE is dominant in the minimum channel length region. However, in the sub-threshold region, RSCE becomes dominant due to the reduced DIBL effect. This leads to the monotonous decrease of $E[V_{th}]$ when the transistor channel length is increased, as shown in Figure 2.7 (a). $E[V_{th}]$ decreases rapidly when the channel length is increased from a minimum channel length of 0.04µm to 0.1µm. From 0.1µm to 0.2µm, the decreasing slope of $E[V_{th}]$ becomes smaller. The range of [0.04µm, 0.1µm] is the interesting length tuning range for $V_{th}$ tuning. The spread between the upper and lower bounds follows the same trend as $E[V_{th}]$ in the sub-threshold region, as shown in Figure 2.7 (c). Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2.7 (b), as the channel length is increased, the area of the transistor increases, thereby reducing the variation of $V_{th}$ [64].

Figure 2.6 The distribution parameters of an NMOS transistor threshold voltage vs. transistor length ($W = 0.3\mu m$. $V_{GS} = V_{DS} = 1.1V$. $T = 25^\circ C$).
Figure 2.7 The distribution parameters of NMOS transistor threshold voltages vs. transistor length ($W = 0.3\mu m$, $V_{GS} = V_{DS} = 0.3V$, $T = 25^\circ C$).

As the variation of threshold voltage is more significant in the sub-threshold region as compared to in the super-threshold region, the drain current trend changes accordingly. In the super-threshold region, the drain current is modeled with the alpha power model also shown in [65].

$$I_{D\text{-superthreshold}} = \mu_{eff} C_d \frac{W}{L} T_{fit} (V_{gs} - V_{th})^\alpha$$

(2.4)

where

$T_{fit}$ Technology fitting parameter, and
$\alpha$ Velocity saturation index.

As it is implied from Equation (2.4), when the channel length is increased, the super-threshold drain current decreases. The mean values of the drain currents of NMOS transistors in the super-threshold region (1.1V supply voltage) are shown in Figure 2.8 (a). As indicated by the black arrow, the optimum length to achieve maximum $E[I_{D\text{-superthreshold}}]$ is at 0.05µm. In Figure 2.8 (b) and Figure 2.8 (c), the $V_{th}$ roll-off effect in the sub-threshold regime is more pronounced compared to that in the super-threshold regime. Furthermore, as shown in Equation (2.4), when $V_{th}$ is reduced, the drain current increases. However, when the transistor channel length is increased, the drain current
decreases more rapidly than the drain current increase caused by reducing $V_{th}$ in the super-threshold region.

In the sub-threshold region, due to the exponential dependency of the drain current on $V_{th}$, the drain current trend at 0.3V behaves differently, as shown in Figure 2.9. $E[I_{Sub}]$ is shown in Figure 2.9 (a). Unlike the trend shown in [28], when the transistor channel length increases from 0.04µm to 0.05µm, $E[I_{Sub}]$ decreases. This is because $Std[V_{th}]$ of the transistor with minimum channel length (0.04µm) is higher than when $L = 0.05µm$. From 0.05µm to 0.1µm, the RSCE causes $E[I_{Sub}]$ to increase. After reaching the 0.1µm point, the increasing trend starts to bend. When the channel length is further increased, the $E[I_{Sub}]$ increases slowly. From 0.04µm to 0.1µm, $Std[I_{Sub}]$ follows the same trend as the $E[I_{Sub}]$. When the channel width is wider than 0.1µm, the $Std[I_{Sub}]$ decreases as the channel width is increased. Therefore, the spread of $I_{Sub}$ is narrower, as shown in Figure 2.9 (c).

In the super-threshold region, the channel length is often kept at the minimum value when sizing the transistors for speed and power perspectives. Due to RSCE, the minimum channel length is not the optimal length for speed and variation tolerance in the sub-threshold region. In the sub-threshold region, when the channel length of the NMOS transistors is increased, the sub-
threshold current increases, the current spread decreases, and the transistors are more resilient to process variations.

Figure 2.9 The distribution parameters of the drain currents of NMOS transistors vs. transistor length ($W = 0.3\mu m$. $V_{GS} = V_{DS} = 0.3 V$. $T = 25^\circ C$).

2.1.3 Finger Effect

In the previous sections, the width and length tuning effects on NMOS transistors are shown. In commercial CMOS integrated circuit designs, large transistors are often implemented as finger structures. There are two important parameters in figure structures: the finger size and the minimum distance between two fingers. The minimum finger sizes are determined based on the layout design rules. The minimum distance is the distance used to separate each finger to minimize the area overhead. In sub-threshold designs, finger structured transistors have a different behavior from the corresponding structures in the super-threshold region, due to the fact that transistors with larger area are more immune to process variations [64]. In this section, the effect of finger structures on NMOS transistors in the sub-threshold region is studied.

In Figure 2.10, the distribution parameters of the drain current of the fingered transistors with minimum channel length ($V_{GS} = V_{DS} = 0.3 V$, $T = 25^\circ C$) are shown. The red and green curves represent the parameters of transistors implemented with four fingers (NF4) and two fingers (NF2), respectively. The
blue curves represent the parameters of the comparison reference (NF1) where the finger structure is not used. Note that, in Figure 2.10, the X-axis is the total width of the different transistor structures. Due to the minimum channel width (0.15µm) requirements, the minimum total width of NF2 transistors is 0.30µm (2x0.15µm), and the minimum total width of NF4 transistors is 0.60µm (4x0.15µm).

Figure 2.10 The distribution parameters of the drain currents of fingered NMOS transistors vs. transistor width (L = 40nm, VGS = VDS = 0.3V, T = 25°C).
In Figure 2.10 (a), the $E[I_{Sub}]$ of transistors with different finger structures is compared. Increasing the number of fingers has a positive influence on increasing the mean current of the transistors. The NF4 NMOS transistor has a larger mean current compared to the NF1 NMOS transistor. As indicated by the green arrows, there is an overlap region where the number of fingers is increased from one to two which does not increase the drain current. Similarly, the overlap region between NF2 and NF4 is shown by red arrows. In Figure 2.10 (b), the $Std[I_{Sub}]$ of transistors with different finger structures is shown. Although transistors NF1, NF2, and NF4 have the same total width, the $Std[I_{Sub}]$ of all three transistors shows different trends. The green and red arrows indicate where the NF2 and NF4 become a better choice for variation resilience, respectively, compared to NF1. Similarly, the spread parameters of transistors with different finger structures are plotted in Figure 2.10 (c) and Figure 2.10 (d). Similar to the trends shown in the $E[I_{Sub}]$ and $Std[I_{Sub}]$ figures, the spread parameters of different transistor structures are twisted at different regions.

The optimal choice for number of fingers, therefore, varies for different targets. The improvement of drain currents that are produced by fingered transistors with minimum channel length is very limited. $E[I_{Sub}]$ of transistors NF1, NF2, and NF4 is shown in Figure 2.11. When the channel length increases, the gap between the multi-fingered transistors and non-fingered transistors becomes larger, which means that $E[I_{Sub}]$ increases when the number of fingers is increased. Compared with the trends in Figure 2.11 (a), when the channel length is increased from 0.06µm to 0.08µm, $E[I_{Sub}]$ decreases. When the channel length is increased further to 0.1µm, $E[I_{Sub}]$ increases. This trend also confirms the trend shown in Figure 2.9. Another interesting point is to compare the starting point of all three trends in Figure 2.11 (b), Figure 2.11 (c), and Figure 2.11 (d), where the minimum total transistor width is allowed for the maximum number of fingers. It is clear that, if the minimum total width for multi-fingered transistor is allowed, using multiple fingers improves the current drivability at various lengths.

2.1.4 Conclusions of Section 2.1

In this section, the effects of width tuning, length tuning, and finger structure on the electrical characteristics of NMOS transistors operating in the sub-threshold region are studied. More specifically, the impact of inverse narrow width effect and reverse short channel effect on the NMOS transistor behavior were investigated from the current drivability and spread perspectives.
The inverse narrow width effect reduces the threshold voltage when reducing the transistor channel width in the sub-threshold region. This leads to the observation that when the channel width is increased, the drain current increase in the sub-threshold region is less than the current increase in the super-threshold region. At both the sub-threshold and super-threshold regions, transistor current has a linear dependency on channel width, which means that when the channel width of the NMOS transistor is increased, the current drivability increases and the current variation decreases.

Figure 2.11 The mean currents of fingered NMOS transistors vs. transistor total width (L = 40nm. VGS = VDS = 0.3V. T = 25°C).
Length tuning has an opposite effect on current tuning in the sub-threshold region when compared to the super-threshold region due to RSCE. In super-threshold, when the channel length is increased, the transistor’s drain current decreases. Alternatively, in sub-threshold, when the channel length is increased, the NMOS transistors become faster and more resilient to process variations, which makes length tuning an effective approach for cell sizing in the sub-threshold regime.

When increasing the drive strength of the NMOS transistors, increasing the number of fingers is more efficient than increasing the channel width in sub-threshold region. Multi-fingered NMOS transistors also have smaller current spread compared to non-fingered transistors, which makes finger structure with minimum finger width an attractive approach in improving the current drivability and reducing the variation in the sub-threshold region.

2.2 PMOS Transistor Behavior

Similar to the previous section, the width tuning, length tuning, and finger effects on PMOS transistors in sub-threshold region are examined here.

2.2.1 Width tuning

The inverse narrow width effect also impacts the $|V_{th}|$ and $I_{sub}$ of the PMOS transistors. In this section, Monte Carlo simulation results of PMOS transistors are shown to examine width tuning effects on PMOS transistors in the sub-threshold region ($|V_{GS}| = |V_{DS}| = 0.3V$. $T = 25^\circ C$).

The distribution parameters of the $|V_{th}|$ of PMOS transistors are shown in Figure 2.12. As shown in Figure 2.12 (a) and Figure 2.12 (b), when the channel width is increased from the minimum value, the $E[|V_{th}|]$ increases and the $Std[|V_{th}|]$ decreases as the total area increases. In Figure 2.12 (c), the spread of $|V_{th}|$ is shown. When the transistor channel width is increased, the spread of the $|V_{th}|$ is narrowed down. Increasing the channel width has a negative impact on improving the strength of the transistor (due to the increase of $|V_{th}|$). However, the spread of the $|V_{th}|$ of wider transistors is narrower, which means that increasing the channel width renders a weak yet variation-resilient PMOS transistor. The increase of $E[|V_{th}|]$ impacts the current-width relationship in sub-threshold as stated in [10] and Figure 2.13.
When the channel width is increased, the increase of $V_{th}$ leads to a negative effect in increasing the $I_{Sub}$. Similar to Figure 2.5, in Figure 2.13 (a), the mean value of the sub-threshold current $E[I_{Sub}]$ (shown by the solid line) and $E[I_{Sub}]_{ref}$ (shown by the dashed line, which represents the predicted proportional increase trend of the drain current by ignoring the inverse narrow width effect) indicate that the actual increase of the current is not linearly proportional to the increase of the channel width. Width tuning is not effective for PMOS transistors in the sub-threshold region due to the inverse narrow width effect [10]. In Figure 2.13 (b) and Figure 2.13 (c), the standard deviation and the spread parameters of $I_{Sub}$ are shown. When the channel width is increased, the standard deviation and the drain current spread increase.

To increase the current drivability in the sub-threshold region, increasing the width of the PMOS transistor is not as effective as in the super-threshold region. Considering the variation and spread increase caused by transistor width increase, the traditional width-tuning only method is not an optimal choice in the sub-threshold region for current optimization. Therefore, other parameters of the transistor need to be investigated. In the next section, the transistor channel length tuning effects are studied.
2.2.2 Length tuning

In the super-threshold region, the channel length of the transistors is commonly kept at the minimum value at different technology nodes to achieve high current drivability. However in the sub-threshold, the impact of channel length on threshold voltage effect plays an important role due to the exponential relationship between the sub-threshold current and the threshold voltage as indicated in Equation (2.2). In order to understand how the transistor channel length tuning affects the PMOS transistors, Monte Carlo simulations (at $V_{GS} = V_{DS} = 0.3V$, $T = 25^\circ C$) with global and local variation enabled are used to show the distribution parameters of $|V_{th}|$ and $I_{Sub}$ in the sub-threshold region. When tuning the channel length, the channel width is kept constant in the simulations.

In Figure 2.14, the distribution parameters of the $|V_{th}|$ of the PMOS transistors are shown. Unlike increasing the channel width, when the channel length is increased, all the distribution parameters shown in Figure 2.14 decrease. Namely, increasing the channel length results in smaller $|V_{th}|$, smaller $|V_{th}|$ variation, and narrower $|V_{th}|$ spread.
Increasing the channel length decreases the $|V_{th}|$ as shown in Figure 2.14. Smaller $|V_{th}|$ leads to higher transistor current. As is implicated from Equation (2.2), however, the transistor current is inversely proportional to the channel length, which means increasing the channel length decreases the transistor current. These two opposite effects on the drain current because of increasing the transistor channel length are shown in Figure 2.15.

At the minimum channel length, the PMOS transistor has the highest $E[I_{Sub}]$ and $Std[I_{Sub}]$ values and widest spread in the comparison range. When the channel length is increased from the minimum length, the effect of the decreasing threshold voltage is dominant, which leads to the increase of the transistor current until 0.1 µm as shown in Figure 2.15 (a). The inverse proportional relationship starts to dominate and the transistor current starts to decrease. A similar trend of the $Std[I_{Sub}]$ is shown in Figure 2.15 (b). However, the difference (as indicated by Equation (2.3)) is that the $Std[V_{th}]$ decreasing effect is more pronounced. Together with the trends of $E[I_{Sub}]$ and $Std[I_{Sub}]$, the spread parameters are also shown in Figure 2.15 (c). When the channel length is increased, the spread of the drain current of the PMOS transistor is narrowed down.
In the sub-threshold region, increasing the channel length is more efficient in reducing the current variation as compared to increasing the channel width alone. Furthermore, when the channel length is increased, the current drop can be compensated by the decrease of the threshold voltage caused by the reverse short channel effect.

Figure 2.15 The drain current distribution parameters of the PMOS transistors vs. transistor length ($W = 0.3\mu m$, $|V_{GS}| = |V_{DS}| = 0.3V$, $T = 25^\circ C$).

2.2.3 Finger effect

This section shows how a finger structure impacts the behavior of the PMOS transistors in the sub-threshold region.

Compared to the finger effect on the NMOS transistor, the gap between the multi-finger PMOS and non-finger PMOS transistors is wider in $E[I_{Sub}]$, $Std[I_{Sub}]$, and the total spread as shown in Figure 2.16.

The finger effect is more pronounced for PMOS transistors for increasing the current drivability than NMOS transistors as shown in Figure 2.16 (a). It is clearly shown that at the same total transistor width, the more fingers are used, the more current the fingered transistors can provide, and the more variation the transistors can tolerate as shown in Figure 2.16 (b) and Figure 2.16 (c). However, as is shown in the length tuning effect section, when the channel length is increased, the current variation decreases and the spread narrows.
This is also true for multi-finger PMOS transistors. The $Std[I_{Sub}]$ of the fingered PMOS transistor with different channel lengths and total widths are shown in Figure 2.17. The $Std[I_{Sub}]$ trends shown by the dashed lines are when the transistor channel length is kept at minimum (40nm in Figure 2.17). $Std[I_{Sub}]$ trends shown by the solid lines, are when the transistor channel length is increased (ranges from 0.06µm to 0.1µm). Comparing the solid lines to the dashed line in Figure 2.17 (b-d), it is noted that the $Std[I_{Sub}]$ of non-fingered transistors and multi-fingered transistors decrease when the channel length is increased. Furthermore, when the total width is increased, the gap between the $Std[I_{Sub}]$ of transistors with the minimum channel length and the $Std[I_{Sub}]$ of transistors with long channel increases.

Figure 2.16 The drain current distribution parameters of the fingered PMOS transistor vs. transistor total width (L = 40nm. $|V_{GS}| = |V_{DS}| = 0.3V$. $T = 25^\circ C$).
2.2.4 Conclusions of Section 2.2

In this section, the width tuning, length tuning, and finger effects are studied for PMOS transistors. Width tuning certainly can impact the current drivability of the PMOS transistors. However, due to the inverse short channel effect, the current increase is not proportional to the width increase as expected from the experience in the super-threshold region. Width tuning in the sub-threshold region is not as efficient as in the super-threshold region. Another drawback is that when the channel width is increased, the variation of the PMOS transistors increases.
Length tuning and finger structures, on the other hand, are more efficient in increasing current drivability and reducing the variation of the PMOS transistors in the sub-threshold region compared to operating in the super-threshold region.

2.3 Conclusions of Chapter 2

In section 2.1, single NMOS and PMOS transistor behaviors in the sub-threshold region are studied. Compared to the super-threshold region, in the sub-threshold region, the NMOS and PMOS transistors behave differently. In the super-threshold region, width tuning is used to increase the current drivability of the transistors. However, in the sub-threshold region, due to the inverse narrow width effect, width tuning is not as efficient as in the super-threshold region when increasing the current is the tuning target. Alternatively, length tuning is very efficient in increasing the current and reducing the variation in the sub-threshold region. In the finger structure section, it is shown that, for a fixed total width, the more fingers used, the better total current the structure can achieve. All the three parameters, channel width, channel length, and number of fingers, allow the designers to explore the transistor sizing space in sub-threshold region for stronger current and less variation.
Standard cells encapsulate combinations of series and parallel connected transistors. The way these transistors are sized has a direct impact on current drivability and sensitivity to process variability. This chapter presents the design strategies to properly size transistors under the previously mentioned connectivity types. The proposed approach considers the Log-Normal behavior of the sub-threshold current, therefore includes the impact of process variability in the transistor sizing calculations. This chapter presents first the study on series connected (stacked) transistors, followed by the study on parallel connected transistors. The analysis includes current drivability, robustness, and signal slew results.

### 3.1 Stacked Transistor Behavior

In [16, 32], the sub-threshold current equation (Equation 2.2) was extended to stacked transistors. The current of the upper and lower transistors can be formulated as in Equation (3.1).

\[
I_L = TW_L e^{(V_{dd}-V_{X})-(V_{th}+(m-1)V_{X}+\lambda(V_{dd}-V_{X})) \frac{mkT}{q}} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{(V_{dd}-V_{X})}{kT/q}} \right)
\]

\[
I_U = TW_U e^{(V_{dd})-(V_{th}+\lambda(V_{X})) \frac{mkT}{q}} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{-(V_X)}{kT/q}} \right)
\]

\[
T = \mu_{ef} f C_d \frac{1}{L} \left( \frac{kT}{q} \right)^2
\]

where

- \( W_i \) Width of the “upper” transistor  
  (PMOS: closer to VDD; NMOS: closer to ground);  
- \( W_L \) Width of the “lower” transistor  
  (PMOS: away from VDD; NMOS: away from ground);
\[ \lambda \] DIBL effect coefficient; and
\[ V_X \] The voltage of the Node X shown in Figure 3.1

By equalizing the transistor current of the upper and lower transistors in Equation (3.1), the voltage at node X, shown in Figure 3.1 (a), can be obtained using Equation (3.2).

\[ V_X = \frac{kT}{q} \ln \left( 1 + \frac{\beta L}{W_i} \right) \]

\[ \beta = e^{\frac{-\lambda V_{dd}}{mkT/q}} \]  

The current flow in the serial connected transistors can be determined by Equation (3.3).

\[ I_U = I_L = T \frac{\beta L W_i}{\beta L W_i + W_i} e^{\frac{(V_{dd})-(V_{th})}{mkT/q}} \]

By solving the differential equation \( \frac{dI_U}{dW_i} = 0 \) or \( \frac{dI_L}{dW_L} = 0 \), the optimal width ratio between the two serial connected transistors for maximizing the stack current can be determined in Equation (3.4).

\[ W_i = \frac{W_i + W_i}{1 + \sqrt{\beta}} \]
\[ W_L = \frac{W_i + W_L}{1 + \sqrt{\beta}} \]

For any two transistors connected in a series to achieve the maximum current, the transistor farthest away from the rails should be sized \( \sqrt{\beta} \) larger compared to the other transistor. Note that the sizing ratio \( \beta \) is a technology and voltage dependent parameter.

Similarly, the calculation is extended to the current distribution parameters of the stack transistor structure. By equalizing the mean current of the upper and lower transistors as shown in Figure 3.1 (a),

\[ E[I_{Sub}] = E[I_{Sub}] \quad (3.5) \]

The mean current of the 2-transistor stack can be seen in Equation (3.6). The equivalent transistor width is also shown. Note that the channel length parameter of the transistors is excluded from the equation for simplification purposes as it is assumed that both transistors have the same channel length.

\[
E[I_{stack2}] = TK_E W_{stack2} e^{\frac{V_{ad} - E[V_{ch}]}{mkt/q} \cdot \frac{\text{Std}^2 [V_{ch}]}{2(mkt/q)^2}} \\
W_{stack2} = \frac{\beta W_L}{\left(1 + \beta W_L \frac{1}{W_i}\right)} \quad (3.6)
\]

where

- \( K_E \) Technology fitting parameter of the mean current, and
- \( W_{stack2} \) Equivalent width for two series connected transistors.

Furthermore, the mean current equation is extended to \( N \) transistors in a stack as shown in Figure 3.1 (b). The equivalent width of \( N \) transistors connected in series is shown in Equation (3.7)

\[
W_{stackN} = \frac{\beta W_L}{\left(1 + \beta W_L \left(\sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \frac{1}{W_i}\right)\right)} \quad (3.7)
\]

Note that, when sizing the stacked transistors, the sizing ratio within the upper PMOS (lower NMOS) transistors does not have a significant impact on the stack current. For layout purposes, the size of the upper PMOS (lower NMOS) transistors can be kept equal. If maximizing the sub-threshold current drive is the sizing optimization target, without increasing the total size of the
stacked transistors, the bottom PMOS (the top NMOS) transistor in Figure 3.1 (b) must be sized $\sqrt{\beta}$ larger compared to the upper PMOS (lower NMOS) transistors.

The variance of the stack is determined by the variance of each transistor in the stack. Since each transistor has the same impact on the total variance, the stack variance is the sum of the variances of each transistor divided by the square of the number of transistors in the stack[61].

$$Std^2[I_{\text{stack}N}] = \frac{1}{N^2} \left( Std^2[I_L] + \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} Std^2[I_i] \right)$$

$$Std^2[I_{\text{stack}N}] = \left( \beta \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} W_i \right) + W_L \right) \left( \frac{Std^2[V_{\text{th}}]}{K_{\text{Std}} N^2 W_{\text{stack}N}} \right) (e^{(\text{mK}\beta V^2/q)} - 1) E^2[I_{\text{stack}N}]$$

where

$K_{\text{Std}}$  Technology fitting parameter of the standard deviation of the current.

From Equations (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8), the current variation of $N$ transistors in a stack can be derived, as shown in Equation (3.9).

$$\frac{Std[I_{\text{stack}}]}{E[I_{\text{stack}}]} \propto \sqrt{\frac{\beta \sqrt{N - 1} + 1}{1 + \sqrt{\beta (N - 1)}}} \frac{K_{\text{Std}} N^2 \beta}{E^2[I_{\text{stack}}]}$$

The current distribution parameter equations are very important for sub-threshold designs. Based on these equations, the number of transistors that can be connected in one stack can be calculated under certain constraints such as mean current constraints, standard deviation constraints, and area constraints. Note that, the equations are technology and supply voltage dependent. As the technology node and supply voltage scales, the technology fitting parameter and supply voltage related parameter need to be adjusted accordingly.

Table 1 Current variation in series-connected transistors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of transistors in series</th>
<th>Simulation results</th>
<th>Normalized Std[I_{\text{stack}}]</th>
<th>Calculation from Equation (2.13)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E[I_{\text{stack}}]$</td>
<td>$Std[I_{\text{stack}}]$</td>
<td>$\frac{Std[I_{\text{stack}}]}{E[I_{\text{stack}}]}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x1.50µm</td>
<td>1.45E-07</td>
<td>59.98%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x1.00µm</td>
<td>7.29E-08</td>
<td>67.35%</td>
<td>1.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x0.75µm</td>
<td>3.59E-08</td>
<td>70.42%</td>
<td>1.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x0.60µm</td>
<td>2.43E-08</td>
<td>73.55%</td>
<td>1.226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Three-thousand Monte-Carlo simulations were used to calculate the distribution parameters of 2, 3, 4, and 5 PMOS transistors in a stack working in sub-threshold ($|V_{GS}| = |V_{DS}| = 0.3V$, $T = 25^\circ C$). All transistor channel lengths are made equal. The total width (sum of individual transistor widths) for each simulation case is set to 3µm. In Table 1, it is shown that Equation (3.9) predicts correctly the trend of the variation. The mismatch between the calculation and the simulation values is because, in the sizing equations, $V_{th}$ is treated as a given technology dependent parameter (source bulk modulation is not taken into account).

With the understanding of the stacked transistor current distribution in the next two sections, the behavior of the stacked NMOS and PMOS transistors in the sub-threshold region is discussed.

3.1.1 NMOS Transistor Stack

Understanding the behavior the stacked NMOS transistors in the sub-threshold region can help designers define the design constraints and characterization of the standard cell library. In section 3.1.1, the focus of the study is on the current, and the output slope distribution parameters of the stacked NMOS transistors.

3.1.1.1 Current Distribution Parameters

In this section the stack current distribution for 2, 3, and 4 transistors in one stack is compared in a CMOS 40nm technology. Within the stack, the width and length of each individual transistor is set to be the same. To compare the stack effects on the mean current, a number of cases with various transistor channel widths and lengths are simulated in the sub-threshold region ($V_{GS} = V_{DS} = 0.3V$, $T = 25^\circ C$). Monte Carlo simulations with 3000 iterations were performed to calculate the mean value of the transistor drain current. The results are shown in Figure 3.2.

The X-axis is set to be the number of transistors within the stack. The Y-axis is set to be the mean stack current. In Figure 3.2 (a-d), the channel length values (represented by $L$) are 0.04µm, 0.06µm, 0.08µm, and 0.1µm, respectively. The width of individual transistors in the stack is represented by $W$. One can see from lines 1 to 5 in Figure 3.2 (a-d), that 1) when the channel width is increased, the mean current increases, 2) when the number of the transistors is increased, the mean current decreases. To achieve the same mean current of an equivalent wide transistor, the sizes of the corresponding stacked transistors

...
need to be increased. For example, in Figure 3.2 (a), the black dashed line shows that to achieve the same mean current of an NMOS transistor with $W = 0.405\mu m$ and $L = 0.04\mu m$ (as shown by line 5 at $X=1$), the NMOS transistor stack needs to be sized up 2.5x for a two NMOS transistor stack (as shown by line 3 at $X=2$) and 4.0x for a three NMOS transistors stack (as shown by line 1 at $X=3$). In Figure 3.2 (b-d), a similar ratio can be found.

![Figure 3.2 Mean stack current vs. Number of transistor in an NMOS transistor stack with various channel widths (0.405µm-1.610µm) and lengths: (a) 0.04µm, (b) 0.06µm, (c) 0.08µm, and (d) 0.1µm (VGS = VDS = 0.3V, T = 25°C).](image)

From the mean current perspective, the more transistors in one stack, the less the mean current is. From the variation perspective, when the size of the transistor is kept the same and the number of stacked transistors is increased, the variation decreases as shown in Figure 3.3. The trends of different channel lengths of 0.04µm, 0.06µm, 0.08µm, and 0.1µm are shown in Figure 3.3 (a), Figure 3.3 (b), Figure 3.3 (c), and Figure 3.3 (d), respectively. The dashed black lines show the standard deviation of the current for Stack1 (1 transistor in the stack) NMOS transistor. The blue, green, and red solid lines show the trend of a stack with 2, 3, and 4 transistors, respectively. As indicated by the dashed line and the solid lines, when number of transistors in a stack is increased, the standard deviation of the stack current decreases.
3.1.1.2 Output Slew Distribution Parameters

In this section, another interesting parameter is introduced: the output slew. It measures the transition time (from 10% to 90% of the supply voltage) at the output node of a capacitive loaded stack. In the sub-threshold, the variation of the input/output slew can cause serious timing violations and extra energy dissipation. Therefore, it is important to understand the relationship between the slew parameter and the transistor sizing parameters, especially for the clock element cell design and clock tree design [66].

In Figure 3.4, the slew distribution parameters of the Stack2, Stack3, and Stack4 NMOS transistors are shown. In the simulation setup, the channel length of all transistors in the stack is set to be 0.04µm while the channel width of each transistor in the stack varies from 0.15µm to 1.61µm. For the measured transistor, a fan-out 4 structure is used as the output node. The input of the measured transistor is connected to a three-stage inverter chain. The influence of the input slew setting on the output slew is negligible. From the comparison of the stack mean current in Section 3.1.1.1, it is shown that, as the number of the transistors in a stack is increased, the mean stack current decreases as shown in Figure 3.2, which leads to a mean output slew increase as shown in Figure 3.4 (a). Limiting the number of transistors in a stack has a positive im-
impact on the transition response at the output node of the stack, especially when the width of the transistors in the stack is small. Furthermore the standard deviation of the output slew is smaller for fewer transistors in a stack.

Figure 3.4 The output slew distribution parameters of an NMOS transistor stack vs. transistor width (L=40nm. \(V_{GS} = V_{DS} = 0.3V\). \(T = 25^\circ C\)).

3.1.2 PMOS Transistor Stack

Similar to the analysis of the NMOS transistor stack of Section 3.1.1, in this section, the distribution parameters of the stack current and the output slew of the PMOS transistor stack are shown for various channel widths and lengths.

3.1.2.1 Current distribution parameters

In this section, the stack current distribution of different channel widths and channel lengths of two, three, and four PMOS transistors in one stack is compared. The test setup is the same as the setup used in Section 3.1.1. The mean current of the stack PMOS transistors is shown in Figure 3.5.

Here we also see that when the channel width is increased, the mean current increases, and also when the number of the transistors is increased, the mean current decreases. To achieve the same mean current as that of an equivalent wide transistor, the size of the PMOS transistors in a stack needs to be increased as shown by the black dashed line in Figure 3.5 (a). The sizing up ratios to meet the current of the Stack1 PMOS transistor for the channel width
of the PMOS transistor in Stack2 and Stack3 are very similar to the ratios for NMOS transistors.

Figure 3.5 Mean stack current vs. Number of transistor in a PMOS transistor stack with various channel lengths: (a) 0.04µm, (b) 0.06µm, (c) 0.08µm, and (d) 0.1µm (|VGS| = |VDS| = 0.3V. T = 25°C).

Figure 3.6 The standard deviation of the stack current vs. Number of transistor in a PMOS transistor stack with various channel widths and lengths (a) 0.04µm, (b) 0.06µm, (c) 0.08µm, and (d) 0.1µm (|VGS| = |VDS| = 0.3V. T = 25°C).
The standard deviation trends of stacked PMOS transistors with different channel lengths of 0.04µm, 0.06µm, 0.08µm, and 0.1µm are shown in Figure 3.6 (a), Figure 3.6 (b), Figure 3.6 (c), and Figure 3.6 (d), respectively. The X-axis shows the width tuning range. When the channel width is increased, the standard deviation of the current increases as well. Comparing a different number of transistors in a stack, it is noted that when the number of transistors in a PMOS transistor stack is increased, the standard deviation of the current flowing in the stack decreases. Comparing Figure 3.6 (a) to Figure 3.6 (d), we can see when the transistor channel length is increased, the standard deviation of the stack current decreases.

### 3.1.2.2 Output slew distribution parameters

The output slew distribution parameters of the PMOS transistor stack is shown in Figure 3.7. All the PMOS transistors have the same channel length 0.04µm. Similar to the output slew distribution of the NMOS transistor stack, when the number of transistors in a stack is increased, the mean slew increases, while the slew distribution shifts to the slower side as shown in Figure 3.7 (c).

![Figure 3.7](image-url)
3.1.3 Conclusions of Section 3.1

The behavior of stacked NMOS and PMOS transistors in the sub-threshold region was analyzed in this Section. Stacked NMOS or PMOS structures are often used in a multiple input structure in most of the standard logic cells. In general, when the number of the transistors in a stack is increased, the standard deviation of the current decreases, the mean current decreases, and the output slew increases.

3.2 Parallel Transistor Behavior

For parallel sizing, the mean and variance of the total current of \( N \) transistors connected in parallel is calculated by the sum of the Log-Normal distributions. The sum of Log-Normal distributions with the same variance can be approximated by one equivalent Log-Normal distribution\([67]\). However, the sum does not represent the actual current since the summation assumes uncorrelated parallel transistors. Hence, a correlation factor \( \rho_p \) for \( V_{th} \) needs to be introduced. This correlation factor is not needed in series-connected transistors because, in that case, the source-bulk modulation overshadows the correlation.

The mean and variance of the current of \( N \) identical parallel connected transistors are,

\[
E[I_{para}] = N K_{Ep} \frac{W_{one}}{L} e^{\frac{V_{gs} - E[V_{th}]}{nU} - \frac{Std^2[V_{th}]}{2(nU)^2}} \frac{N^2}{\rho_p}
\]

\[
K_{Ep} = \mu C e^{1.8 U^2} (1 - e^{-\frac{V_{gs}}{U}})
\]

\[
\rho_p \propto \frac{Std^2[V_{th}]}{V_{th}}
\]

\[
Std^2[I_{para}] = (e^{\frac{Std^2[V_{th}]}{(nU)^2}} - 1) (E[I_{para}])^2 / N^2
\]

where

\( W_{one} \) the width of one single transistor.

The equivalent width \( (W_{para}) \) for parallel connected transistors can therefore be calculated from Equation (3.11),

\[
W_{para} = \gamma(N) W_{one} \frac{N^2}{\rho_p}
\]

where

\[
\gamma(N) = \frac{N e^{\frac{1}{\rho_p}}}{\rho_p}
\]

Hence, the width of one single transistor, which has the same mean current as the one of \( N \) transistors in parallel, is \( \gamma(N) \) times the width of the transistors in parallel.
Three thousand Monte-Carlo simulations were used for one to six NMOS transistors in parallel, with a total width of 1.2 µm to investigate the current distribution. The simulation and calculation results are listed in Table 2. It is worth observing these results in more detail. Namely, the joint correlated Log-Normal distribution indicates that the mean current is bigger than that of the uncorrelated sum of individual transistor currents [7].

Table 2 Mean current of parallel connected transistors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of parallel transistors</th>
<th>Simulated $E[I]$ (A)</th>
<th>Normalized $E[I]$</th>
<th>Calculation from (3.10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1x1.20µm</td>
<td>3.54E-07</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x0.60µm</td>
<td>3.71E-07</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x0.40µm</td>
<td>4.13E-07</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x0.30µm</td>
<td>5.09E-07</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x0.24µm</td>
<td>6.29E-07</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6x0.20µm</td>
<td>7.64E-07</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1 Parallel NMOS Transistors

In this section the distribution parameters of the current and slew of the parallel connected NMOS transistors are shown for a supply voltage of 0.3V. The results of multiple channel width and length choices presented in Figure 3.8 for NMOS transistors with channel lengths of 0.04 µm, 0.06 µm, 0.08 µm, and 0.1 µm are shown in Figure 3.8 (a), Figure 3.8 (b), Figure 3.8 (c), and Figure 3.8 (d), respectively.

Unlike the comparison of the stack transistor section, the X-axis shows the width tuning range of the total width of all the transistors connected in parallel. The reason for this is that, while for the stack comparison the main concern is how many transistors can be connected within a stack, the main concern for parallel-connected transistors is to determine whether it is beneficial to split one big transistor into multiple transistors. The total transistor width is a sizing constraint to make a fair comparison between a single transistor, shown in black dashed lines, noted as Para1, and the multiple parallel transistors (Para2, Para3, and Para4), shown in blue, green, and red, respectively.
In general, the more transistors connected in parallel, the bigger the mean current. For different lengths, the \( \gamma(N) \) ratio of the parallel connection equivalent is different.

Figure 3.8 Mean current of parallel NMOS transistors vs. total width at different channel lengths: (a) 0.04\( \mu \)m, (b) 0.06\( \mu \)m, (c) 0.08\( \mu \)m, and (d) 0.1\( \mu \)m (\( V_{CS} = V_{DS} = 0.3V. T = 25^\circ C \)).

Figure 3.9 The standard deviation of the current of parallel NMOS transistors vs. total width at different channel lengths: (a) 0.04\( \mu \)m, (b) 0.06\( \mu \)m, (c) 0.08\( \mu \)m, and (d) 0.1\( \mu \)m (\( |V_{CS}| = |V_{DS}| = 0.3V. T = 25^\circ C \)).
When the number of identical transistors connected in parallel is increased, the mean current flowing through the whole set of transistors increases. However, the standard deviation of the current also increases as shown in Figure 3.9. Looking at the four trends in Figure 3.9 (a), Figure 3.9 (b), Figure 3.9 (c), and Figure 3.9 (d), the more transistors connected in parallel, the larger the current standard deviation of the current is. However, when the channel length is 0.06μm (Figure 3.9 (b)) or 0.08μm (Figure 3.9 (c)), the standard deviation of the current of the parallel connected transistors is in the same range as for the single transistor with minimum channel length (shown in the dashed line in Figure 3.9 (a)).

When the channel length of the transistor is increased together with the number of the transistors connected in parallel, the mean current increases. However the standard deviation of the current is maintained in a similar range as a single transistor with minimum channel length.

The comparison is extended to the output slew of the two, three, and four transistors connected in parallel. The mean, standard deviation, and the upper and lower boundaries of the output slew distribution are shown in Figure 3.10. The distribution is calculated from 3000 Monte Carlo simulations.

The differences among all three trends of Para2, Para3, and Para4 are not significant when the total width is above 1μm. However, when looking at the starting points of each trend of the mean, the standard deviation, and the upper and lower boundaries of the output slew, the benefit of the parallel connection is shown clearly: the mean slew is reduced and the distribution of the slew is narrowed. With a total channel width of 0.465μm, the mean slew of Para3 is 20% lower, while the improvement on the standard deviation is 24% compared to the mean slew of Para2. With a total channel width of 0.62μm, the mean slew of Para4 is 15% and 25% lower compared to the mean slew of Para3 and Para2, respectively. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the slew is 17% and 32% lower compared to Para3 and Para2, respectively.
3.2.2 Parallel PMOS Transistors

Similar distribution parameter comparison is carried out for the PMOS transistors in this section. The mean current comparison is shown in Figure 3.11. The corresponding standard deviation comparison of the current is shown in Figure 3.12. The output slew distribution parameter comparison is shown in Figure 3.13.

Similar to the comparison between the parallel connected NMOS transistors and the one single NMOS transistor, the parallel PMOS transistors show higher mean current and larger standard deviation at the same channel length and total width. When the channel length is increased, the standard deviation of the current of both the parallel connected PMOS transistors and the one single PMOS transistor with the same total width decreases, as shown in Figure 3.12. With the transistor channel width and length tuning together, at 0.3V, the parallel connected PMOS transistors achieves higher mean current and smaller variation compared to the one single PMOS transistor with minimum channel length.
Figure 3.11 Mean current of parallel PMOS transistors vs. total width at different channel lengths: (a) 0.04µm, (b) 0.06µm, (c) 0.08µm, and (d) 0.1µm (|VGS| = |VDS| = 0.3V, T = 25°C).

Figure 3.12 The standard deviation of the current of parallel PMOS transistors vs. total width at different channel lengths: (a) 0.04µm, (b) 0.06µm, (c) 0.08µm, and (d) 0.1µm (|VGS| = |VDS| = 0.3V, T = 25°C).
The output slew distribution parameter of the parallel PMOS transistors is shown in Figure 3.13. When the total width is above 1µm, the difference between the trends is very small. However when looking at the starting points of each trend of the mean, standard deviation, and the upper and lower boundaries of the output slew, the benefit of parallel connection is shown clearly. Namely, the mean slew is reduced and the distribution of the slew is narrowed down. With a total width of 0.465µm, the mean slew of Para3 is 23% lower compared to the mean slew of Para2. Furthermore, the standard deviation is 23% smaller. With a total width of 0.62µm, the mean slew of the Para4 is 19% and 32% lower compared to the mean slew of Para3 and Para2, respectively. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the slew is 17% and 31% smaller compared to Para3 and Para2, respectively.

3.2.3 Conclusions of Section 3.2

The behavior of the parallel connected transistors has been studied in this section. Both NMOS and PMOS transistors have higher mean current and lower output slew when the number of transistor connected in parallel is increased. When the channel length is increased, the current variation of the parallel connected transistors decreases. In general, increasing the number of parallel con-
Concurrent transistors is beneficial for increasing the current drivability of both NMOS and PMOS transistors. The drawback of the variation increase can be compensated by increasing the channel length of the transistors.

### 3.3 Conclusions of Chapter 3

In this chapter, the transistor behavior in the sub-threshold region is shown analytically and further proven by Monte-Carlo simulation results at 40nm CMOS technology node. Based on the distribution parameter model, the mean and variation of the transistor currents can be calculated. Inverse narrow width effect, reverse short channel effect, and finger effect are studied for one single transistor, serial connected transistors, and parallel connected transistors. The difference of the transistor behaviors in the sub-threshold region compared to the super-threshold region is discussed in detail. The three effects together create a transistor sizing space to optimize standard cells in the sub-threshold region for different purposes such as current drivability improvement, variation reduction, and area reduction.
4.1 Sizing Methodology

It is well known that the quality of designs produced by the logic synthesis tools depends on the library that is used [68]. Thus, two main aspects are included in standard cell library development: standard cell sizing and proper cell function selection. This section focuses on the first aspect, standard cell sizing.

4.1.1 Conventional Sizing

Conventional standard cell library sizing focuses on three aspects: low power, high speed, and minimal area as stated in [69]. In general, there exists three distinct optimization strategies to calculate the size of the NMOS and PMOS transistors. i) when reducing power consumption is the primary concern, the preference is to minimize the transistor sizes within noise margin requirements; ii) for high speed, the standard cell height and the width of the transistors are increased during the sizing optimization; and iii) the standard cell height is kept as short as in the sizing optimization for minimum area. The delay of the standard cells with minimum cell height is optimized based on the topology. During all three optimizations, the rise/fall time, the fan-in/fan-out, and the noise margin are set as constraints. The transistor width, length, and layout height are adjusted accordingly.

In [70], transistor sizing is geared to find the available size range for which the error, due to delay mismatch between different sizes, is minimized. The selection includes equal-spacing or exponential-spacing strategies. In [71], the optimum ratio between the NMOS and PMOS network is derived based on speed and noise immunity using a delay chain. The optimum cell height is determined based on the number of routing channels over one cell. In general,
the sizing methodology presented in [71] is targeted to achieve maximum cell speed/layout area efficiency.

4.1.2 Proposed Sub-Threshold Sizing: Balancing

Compared to other sizing methods [6, 13, 16, 28, 29], the proposed sub-threshold sizing method treats the threshold voltage variation as one of the statistical parameters in the current/delay equation and optimizes cells to have balanced current/delay distributions. The sizing method is derived from the observation that the transistor’s current distribution in the sub-threshold region follows a Log-Normal spreading, whereas conventional super-threshold and state-of-the-art sub-threshold sizing treats the transistor’s current as a Normal distribution, which is only true for the super-threshold region. Considering the above mentioned fact, and the observation that process variability can be mapped onto threshold voltage variability to within a first order approximation, a methodology for robust standard cell design has been developed.

The focus of the proposed sub-threshold sizing methodology is to balance the drive strength of the Pull-Down-Network (PDN) and the Pull-Up-Network (PUN) while considering the impact of the threshold voltage variation in the sub-threshold region.

4.1.2.1 Why Balancing

Balancing the drive strengths of the PDN and PUN is a commonly used sizing method in the super-threshold region. Balancing is also very important in the sub-threshold. Previous sub-threshold sizing methods in [6, 13, 16, 25-29] take advantage of different transistor sizing effects, such as short channel effect (SCE), different sizing optimization setups, or simulation methods to build a set of standard cells.

In the sub-threshold, cell sizing based on individual transistors without considering the impact of process variations cannot compensate the big gap between the drive strength distributions of the PDN and PUN due to active (sub-threshold) current. Matching the drive strength distribution of the PDN and PUN can provide equal pull-up and pull-down delay distributions and improve the worst case transition delay. By properly balancing the PDN and PUN distributions, the cell delay spread can be narrowed, which makes the cell more robust.
4.1.2.2 Before and After Balancing

The threshold voltage variation severely impacts the current distribution in the sub-threshold region. In Figure 4.1, the distributions of $V_{th}$ and transistor current in the sub-threshold regime of two single SVT NMOS transistors ($W=0.3\mu m$, $L=0.1\mu m$ from 90nm CMOS technology and $W=0.15\mu m$, $L=0.04\mu m$ from 40nm CMOS technology) working with a supply voltage of 0.3V at 25°C are shown. The results are obtained from 3000 Monte Carlo simulations and are normalized to the mean values at corresponding technology nodes. The results from the 90nm CMOS technology are shown in blue and the results from the 40nm CMOS technology are shown in red color. From these simulations, it is evident that the $V_{th}$ distribution obeys a Normal distribution and that the current obeys a Log-Normal distribution. The normalized distribution of $V_{th}$ in the 40nm technology node is very similar to the one of the 90nm technology node. The normalized log-normal distributed sub-threshold current has a larger span compared to the one of the 90nm CMOS technology node as the 3sigma points show.

The widely spread current in the sub-threshold region is clearly shown in Figure 4.1. For one set of sizing parameters, due to the spread, the normalized current can be any value in the range of 0.1(-3sigma) to 6.4(+3sigma) as shown.
in red circle, or even in a larger range as the technology node scales down. Therefore, it is very important to consider the impact of process variations and the proper sizing parameters for the balancing scheme.

Without loss of generality and as a way of illustration, consider an inverter sized under the conventional super-threshold approach. The current distributions before and after balancing are shown in Figure 4.2 (a) and Figure 4.2 (b), respectively. The green lines represent the normalized current distribution of the PMOS transistor, while the blue lines represent the normalized current distribution of the NMOS transistor. Note that all the values are normalized to the mean current of the NMOS transistor before balancing is applied. Before applying the sizing optimization, the NMOS and PMOS transistors follow the same sizing parameters as the conventional super-threshold sizing. The big current difference between NMOS and PMOS networks leads to unbalanced rise and fall transitions. After the proposed balanced sizing is applied, the gap of the current distributions of the NMOS and PMOS transistors can be reduced even without area penalty as shown in Figure 4.2 (b). The idea of the balancing is to slow down the fast transition path and speed up the slow transition path within the PDN and PUN so that the current distributions are properly matched and the worst case transition is improved.

Figure 4.2 Comparison of the transistor current distributions (a) before and (b) after balancing.

4.2 Sizing optimization for PUN and PDN

It is clearly shown in the previous section that the balancing method can bring the current distributions of the PDN and PUN together. In the following sections, the balancing-based sizing optimization process is explained in detail.
The transistor threshold voltage and sub-threshold current behaviors were illustrated in Chapter 2. The study shows that the width, length, and finger effects play important roles in the transistor’s behavior for certain sizing ranges. Thus, during the sizing optimization, the first step is to do size binning to find out which effect is more pronounced and in what geometry range. The size binning is done based on the evaluation of the threshold voltage distribution. In each binned range, the threshold voltage is assumed to be constant. The channel width, channel length, and the number of fingers are set as tunable in that range.

4.2.1 Balancing the current distribution of PUN and PDN

Finding the threshold voltage as a function of transistor geometry is the first step of the sizing optimization process. For any two consecutive transistor geometries, there is one unique threshold voltage value. For example, in Flowchart 1, the threshold voltage value is $V_{thN}$ in the range of $[W_{minN}, W_{maxN}]$ and $[L_{minN}, L_{maxN}]$. The contour plots of the threshold voltage distribution parameters as a function of transistor geometry can be generated starting with a series of Monte Carlo simulations. In Figure 4.3, the threshold voltage as a function of the geometry, (width [0.155µm, 1.61µm] and length [0.04µm, 0.20µm]), is shown in the contour plots, where the x-axis represents the channel width in µm units and the y-axis represents the channel length in µm units. These contour plots are used to build the binning strategy shown in Algorithm 2. After merging in each sizing bin, the width and length are set to be fixed values determined by the average of the maximum and minimum in the bin.

Different reference geometry pairs can be chosen for different optimization purposes. When the optimization target is to increase the mean current, the binning is based on the threshold voltage mean value, and the standard deviation values are used as the second reference. When the optimization target is for the worst-case optimization, the lower boundary of the threshold voltage spread parameter is used as the main reference in the binning algorithm as shown in Algorithm 2. Another possible reference pair is the variation and mean value of the threshold voltage when the target is to reduce the spread of the current distribution.

Note that the binning is based on individual transistors. The stacking and finger effects are calculated and taken into account through the algorithms shown in the following sections.
Algorithm 2 Binning algorithm.

**Algorithm 2:** $E[V_{th}]$ and $\text{Std}[V_{th}]$ are indicated as two references: one is the main reference ($V$) and the other one is ($T$). For $n$ bins, the sets of available transistor width $w_i$, length $l_j$ ($i,j \in [1,n]$) have the same step size of $\delta$ (e.g. $0.05\mu m$ in CMOS 40nm).

Possible reference pairs:
- For worst-case optimization, use $E[V_{th}]-3 \times \text{Std}[V_{th}]$ as $V$, and $\text{Std}[V_{th}]$ as $T$.
- For variation ($\sigma/\mu$) optimization, use $\text{Std}[V_{th}] / E[V_{th}]$ as $V$, and $E[V_{th}]$ as $T$.

BEGIN Binning

**INITIALISATION**

SET $\forall i,j \in [1,n]$

$V_{\text{min}}(i) \leftarrow \min(V\{w_i,l_j\})$

$V_{\text{max}}(i) \leftarrow \max(V\{w_i,l_j\})$

$T_{\text{min}}(i) \leftarrow \min(T\{w_i,l_j\})$

$T_{\text{max}}(i) \leftarrow \max(T\{w_i,l_j\})$

SET Bin index $i=1$

End **INITIALISATION**

WHILE $i < n$

IF $(1-\epsilon < \frac{V_{\text{max}}(i+1)}{V_{\text{min}}(i)} < 1+\epsilon) \& (1-\epsilon < \frac{T_{\text{max}}(i+1)}{T_{\text{min}}(i)} < 1+\epsilon)$

ENDIF

Merge the $i^{th}$ bin and the $(i+1)^{th}$ bin

$\text{ENDWHILE}$

END Binning

---

Figure 4.3 The distribution parameters of the threshold voltage ($W=[0.155, 1.61]\mu m$, $L=[0.04, 0.2]\mu m$. 40nm CMOS technology).
After fixing the sizing parameters in the binning step, the bins are used as an input to the balancing process. In the balancing process, the NMOS and PMOS sizing pairs can be found based on the balancing between the distribution parameters of the PUN and PDN current/delay. Equation (4.1) shows the condition in which to balance the current distributions of the PUN and PDN’s.

\[
E[I_{PDN}] = E[I_{PUN}]
\]  

(4.1)

Let us assume that the transistors in the PUN and PDN can be represented by an equivalent transistor, respectively. Introducing Equation (2.3) into (4.1), the balancing equation can be written as

\[
\frac{W_{PDN}L_{PUN}}{W_{PUN}L_{PDN}} = ae^{E[V_{th,PDN}]-E[V_{th,PUN}]} \frac{Std^2||V_{th,PUN}||-Std^2||V_{th,PDN}||}{2(nU)^2}
\]  

(4.2)

The area and current optimizations are described in Algorithm 3. The area of the standard cells can be optimized based on the balancing equation (4.2) and Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3. Area and current optimization algorithm.

BEGIN Optimization for Area
INITIALISATION
SET
\(A_{opt}\) is the target area for optimization,
\(A_{opt} \leftarrow \infty\)
SET searching index: \(i = 1\)
SET determine index: \(j = 1\)
End INITIALISATION
While \((P_i \in G)\)
\[P_i = \frac{W_{PDN}L_{PUN}}{W_{PUN}L_{PDN}} = ae^{E[V_{th,PDN}]-E[V_{th,PUN}]} \frac{Std^2||V_{th,PUN}||-Std^2||V_{th,PDN}||}{2(nU)^2}\]
\(GB \leftarrow P_i\)
ENDIF
\(i + +\)
END While
While \((PB_j \in GB)\)
IF (Area( PBj )) < \( A_{opt} \)

\( A_{opt} \leftarrow \text{Area}( PBj ) \)

\( j + + \)

END While

END Optimization for Area

BEGIN Optimization for Current

INITIALISATION

SET

\( I_{opt} \leftarrow 0 \)

\( I_{opt} \) is the current for optimization under certain working condition ,

SET searching index: \( i = 1 \)

SET determine index: \( j = 1 \)

End INITIALISATION

While \(( P_i \in G )\)

IF \( P_i = \left( \frac{W_{PDN}I_{PUN}}{W_{PUN}I_{PDN}} \right) \)

\( GB \leftarrow P_i \)

ENDIF

i + +

END While

While \(( PB_j \in GB )\)

IF \(( I( PB_j ) > I_{opt} )\)

\( I_{opt} \leftarrow I( PB_j ) \)

\( j + + \)

END While

END Optimization for Current

The area of the standard cells can be optimized using the current-constrained area optimization. Standard cell area is often related to the loading capacitance for the previous stage. When the area is decreased, the loading capacitance is decreased. With a smaller loading capacitance at the output node, the charging time is decreased, and the transition speed of the cell is therefore increased. The room for optimization is proportional to the differences of the current and physical area of the PDN and PUN and the total area of the standard cells. The larger the standard cell and the more difference the
PDN and PUN have in terms of area and current, the larger the optimization room is.

Using the area-constrained current optimization, the standard cells can be optimized without area penalty and the worst-case current is increased due to the reverse short channel effect and the balancing. The current optimization process compares currents of PDN and PUN with the sizing pairs which fulfill the balancing criteria. The sizing pair which can generate the maximum current of the PDN and PUN is the output of the optimization.

In the above two optimization settings, the standard cell area is taken into account as a constraint or as an optimization target. The drawback is that, when the starting standard cell area is close to the minimum cell area, for example, an inverter cell with zero drive strength (the area of inverter with zero drive strength is very close to the minimum size allowed by the technology), the sizing room is limited when the area is not allowed to increase, therefore, the improvement is limited. The optimization improvement of the smaller standard cells is less compared to higher drive strength cells or cells with complex topologies.

There are two different methods to find the balanced equivalent PDN and PUN pair. One is a current-based balancing method, which balances the PDN and PUN in general. The other one is a transition-based balancing method, which balances the worst and best transition paths of the PDN and PUN. The two different balancing methods are explained in the next section.

4.2.2 Current-Based Balancing Method

The sizing method balances the currents of the PDN and PUN in general. Any two PDNs and PUNs are treated like an equivalent inverter with one NMOS and one PMOS transistor. The input vector and the cell topology are not taken into account for all the standard logic cells. Two examples are used to show the optimization process.

The simulation set-up used to compare the current and timing before and after optimization is illustrated in Figure 4.4. The target cell marked with lines is the cell used to measure the current and delay. Four copies of the target cell are used as the output loading capacitance at each stage. Three copies are used at the input node of the target cell to regulate the input slope. Monte-Carlo simulation with 1000 iterations is used to generate the distribution parameters.
The simulation is done at 25°C with a commercial foundry model including the global and local variations.

![Simulation set-up used for sizing optimization.](image)

Consider an inverter as an example of the current sizing method. An inverter with twice the size of the minimum area inverter is chosen. Two optimizations are used. One is based on area optimization and the other on current. The comparison is carried out at two technology nodes, 90nm and 40nm. As way of comparison, in Table 3, the new sized inverter is compared against a regular inverter sized for super-threshold operation but characterized to work in sub-threshold. The optimization is constrained to the area and current capability of the conventional inverter.

Table 3 Inverter sizing example at 90nm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Area Constraints</th>
<th>Current Constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-threshold</td>
<td>Super-threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sizing</td>
<td>Sizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (W/L) [µm]</td>
<td>N: 0.3/0.2 P: 0.31/0.36</td>
<td>N: 0.6/0.1 P: 0.8/0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area [µm²]</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E[I] [nA]</td>
<td>63.89</td>
<td>38.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std[I]/E[I]</td>
<td>31.27%</td>
<td>41.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% yield [ns]</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>64.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Super-threshold Transistor Sizing](image)

It can be easily seen that when constraining the area, the optimized inverter has 1.67x higher mean current when compared to the super-threshold sized cell. When the current is constrained, the area of the optimized cell is 1.5x
smaller, and the speed at 100% the yield point is increased by about 1.6x. The optimized inverter has 10% smaller variation than the conventional library cell.

Figure 4.5 Comparison of the current distributions using an inverter sizing example (40nm CMOS technology).

In the 40nm technology node, a similar optimization process is repeated for the inverters. The area constraint optimization results are compared with the super-threshold sizing results in Figure 4.5. The green color represents the optimized inverter and the black color represents the super-threshold sizing inverter. The mean current improvement is 2.3x, while the variation and the area of the cell is the same before and after the optimization.

The comparison of the transition delay (average of the high-to-low delay and low-to-high delay) among the super-threshold sized inverter, the optimized inverter constrained by area, and the optimized inverter constrained by current is shown in Figure 4.6. The mean delay improvement of the inverter with the same area with regard to the super-threshold one, is 2.2x. The delay improvement of the area constrained optimization is because the current at the output node is improved. Hence, with the same loading capacitance (four copies of the measured inverter), the delay is improved. The improvement of the inverter with the constrained current is 1.6x. This improvement also has 30% area savings with regard to the conventional inverter. As the gate capacitance is proportional to the area, with the FO4 measurement set-up shown in Figure 4.4, the loading capacitance of the current constrained inverter is decreased. The delay improvement comes from the decrease of the loading capacitance.
The inverter sizing examples compare the optimization results at two different technology nodes. At both 90nm and 40nm nodes, the proposed current sizing method improves the inverters in terms of speed, current, or area based on different constraints and optimization target settings.

Figure 4.6 Comparison of the delay distributions comparison using an inverter sizing example (40nm CMOS technology).

4.2.2.1 NAND Sizing Example

In the inverter example, it is easy to determine the PDN and the PUN for the balancing optimization process. In the NAND gate topology, for a simple two-input NAND gate, the PMOS transistors are parallel connected and the NMOS transistors are in a stack topology. The equivalent sizes of the PDN and PUN need the stack and parallel sizing equations (2.10) to (2.15) of Chapter 2.

Finding the equivalent transistors of the PDN and PUN is simple. The equivalent size of the PDN and PUN for a two input NAND gate is shown in Figure 4.7. The sizing parameters $\beta$ and $\rho$ are based on the technology nodes and the supply voltage. In the current balancing method, the on/off state of different transistors within the PDN or PUN is not considered. The equivalent transistors of the PDN and PUN are determined based on the fact that all the transistors within the PDN and PUN are on. The size of the equivalent transistors of the PDN and PUN is shown in Figure 4.7. The equivalent size of the PUN is calculated by two PMOS transistors of the same size and connected in parallel based on Equation (2.15). The equivalent size of the PDN is calculated by two serial connected NMOS transistors based on Equation (2.11).
With the equivalent sizes of the PUN and PDN, the NAND gate is translated into an inverter-like structure. The NAND gate can be optimized following the same sizing method stated in the previous section.

![Figure 4.7 The current sizing example using a two-input NAND.](image)

### 4.2.3 Transition Based Balancing Method

In the NAND gate sizing shown in section 4.2.2.1, the way to translate the NAND gate into an inverter-like structure is based on an assumption that all the transistors within the PDN are on and the transistors within PUN are off or vice versa. For multiple input logic signals, different input patterns lead to different transition paths from supply/ground to the output node. The assumption used in the current-sizing method cannot guarantee to find the worst-case and best-case transition paths. An input pattern analysis is included in the transition-sizing method to find the worst-case and best-case transition paths.

#### 4.2.3.1 Input Pattern Analysis

For a two-input NAND gate as shown in Figure 4.7, there are six input patterns as shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input pattern</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Current at output node</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00→11</td>
<td>1→0</td>
<td>( I_{onStack} - 2I_{offP}^a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01→11</td>
<td>1→0</td>
<td>( I_{onUp} - I_{offP}^b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10→11</td>
<td>1→0</td>
<td>( I_{onLow} - I_{offP}^b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11→00</td>
<td>0→1</td>
<td>( 2I_{onP} - I_{offStack} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11→01</td>
<td>0→1</td>
<td>( I_{onP} - I_{offUp} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11→10</td>
<td>0→1</td>
<td>( I_{onP} - I_{offLow} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The red text shows that the worst pull-down delay occurs when the input vector changes from 00 to 11, while the worst pull-up delay occurs when the input vector changes from 11 to 10. Thus, for a 2-input NAND gate, the balancing is applied between one PMOS transistor and the stack NMOS transistor as the worst-case balancing criteria. In this method, the best-case paths are weakened to compensate the worst-case paths, such that the worst-case paths are optimized without area overhead.

The sizing criterion can be derived with the help of the stack and parallel sizing models. By balancing one active PMOS transistor with the NMOS stack, the sizing ratio is described in Equation (4.5).

\[
\frac{W_{\text{stack}}}{W_p} = \alpha e \frac{\bar{\epsilon}(V_{\text{thn}}) - \bar{\epsilon}(V_{\text{thp}})}{nU} e^{\frac{\text{Std}^2[V_{\text{thn}}]-\text{Std}^2[V_{\text{thp}}]}{2(nU)^2}} \tag{4.5}
\]

With the sizing ratio above, the two-input NAND gate can be further optimized.

Monte-Carlo simulations were done for a super threshold library NAND cell (characterized at low voltage) and the optimized NAND cell. Three stages at the input and a FO4 structure are used to measure the transition delay. The three stages at the input node are used to rule out the influence of a steep input slope. The results are shown in Figure 4.8 for 90nm and Figure 4.9 for 40nm. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) curves are presented for both the best and the worst case delays. The optimization procedure reduces the biggest current to compensate the smallest current through the PDN and PUN. Therefore, the best case delay is slightly increased, while the worst case delay is reduced. The advantage of using the statistical distribution of the current for sizing purposes is that one can optimize the worst case current without any area penalty.

In Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, the solid and dashed lines of each color serves as the envelop curves of all the transition delays for the two-input NAND gate. As shown in both figures, the solid blue lines are on the right side of the red solid lines, which means that the best-case transition delay is increased after optimization. Further, the dashed blue lines are on the left side of the dashed red lines, which means the worst-case transition delay is improved by the optimization. After the transition-based sizing optimization, the best- and worst-case transition envelopes gets smaller, the difference between the best-case and worst-case transition delays is decreased.
In the 90nm technology node, the mean delay of the worst-case transition decreases from 43.87ns to 29.95ns, the standard deviation decreases from 31.08ns to 19.03ns, and the variation (standard deviation/mean) decreases from 70.85% to 63.54%.

Figure 4.8 The best- and worst- case transition delays of a NAND gate (CMOS 90nm).

Figure 4.9 The best- and worst- case transition delays of a NAND gate (CMOS 40nm).
In the 40nm technology node, the mean delay of the worst-case transition is improved by 28%, and the standard deviation is improved by 35% at the cost of increased best-case transition delay.

Comparing the CDFs of the 40nm NAND gate to the 90nm NAND gate, we note that the difference of the best-case and worst-case in 40nm NAND gate is larger at different yield points (except at 100% yield point). The bigger the difference is, the more optimization room the cell has. From 90nm to 40nm, for a NAND gate, the optimization method can generate cells with better worst-case performance at low voltages compared to the conventional super-threshold sizing method. A similar improvement can be expected in smaller technology nodes.

4.2.3.2 NOR Gate Example

A two-input NOR gate is used as another example of the transition sizing method (see Figure 4.10). The relationship of the NMOS and PMOS transistors within the PDN and PUN is opposite to the NAND gate. Based on the transition sizing method, the balancing happens between the PMOS transistor stack and one single NMOS transistor.

![Figure 4.10 The transition sizing example using a two-input NOR gate.](image)

The results of the NOR gate optimization are shown in Figure 4.11. After the optimization, at 0.3V, the target voltage, the mean delay of the worst case transition is improved by 36%, and the standard deviation is improved by 35%.
4.2.3.3 Complex Gate Translation

The transition sizing method is explained in the NAND and NOR gate examples. In the standard cell library, the topology of the gates often involves combinations of parallel and serial connections. In this section, a complex gate is chosen to explain the translation theory: how to find the equivalent transistors of the PDN and PUN with combinations of parallel and serial connections. The schematic of the gate is shown in Figure 4.12.

Before finding the equivalent transistors for the PDN and PUN, it is important to determine the sizing ratio of different transistors within the PDN or PUN. The principle to find the sizing ratio within the PDN or PUN is to maximize the current drive of the PDN or PUN.

In the sizing process within the PUN and PDN, the starting point can be set at any transistor within the network. The proposed method is two-step iteration. First is to find if there is any direct parallel connection, such as the NMOS transistor B and C in Figure 4.12, for parallel connected transistors, applying the sizing rule $R_p$ as shown in Algorithm 4. The second step is to find the path which has the most transistors on it. For example, in PUN, shown in Figure 4.12, from VDD to the output node, there are two paths: one has PMOS transistor A and D on it, the other one has B, C, and D on it. The sizing rule $R_s$ is applied to PMOS transistors B, C, and D. Note that, the sizing rules are only applied to two transistors.
To find the sizing ratio within any complex cell, a translation algorithm that contains two rules to reduce the parallel and serial connection is used. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Complex cell translation algorithm.

**Algorithm 4**: Parallel connected transistors qualify for the sizing rule ($R_p$) of

$$W_{Para} = \gamma (N) W_{one}$$

And serial connected transistors qualify the sizing rule ($R_s$) of

$$W_{StackN} = \frac{\beta W_L}{1 + \beta W_L (\sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \frac{1}{W_L})}.$$  

There are $n$ transistors in parallel and $m$ transistors in series.

```
BEGIN Complex Sizing
   Do
      If (n transistors in parallel)
         Follow $R_p$ for sizing
      Else
         If (m transistors in stack)
            Follow $R_s$ for sizing
         End if
      End if
   Until no complex gate connection
END Complex sizing
```

Let us consider now the example of Figure 4.12. The initial size of B and C are set to be the same and equal to $W_N$. Then, the size of the equivalent NMOS transistor of B // C is $\gamma W_N$ as calculated through Equation 2.15. With transistor A in series connection, the size of A become $\gamma W_N / \sqrt{\beta}$ through Equation 2.10. The equivalent transistor size of A, B // C is defined by Equation 2.10 as $\gamma W_N / \beta (\sqrt{\beta} + 1)$. The size of transistor D is equal to the size of the equivalent parallel-connected transistors. A similar procedure can be followed to size the transistors of the PUN.
After determining the sizing ratio within the PDN and PUN, the logic cell shown in Figure 4.12 can easily be translated to an inverter-like structure based on different sizing methods, like the current sizing or transition sizing methods shown in the previous sections.

In Figure 4.13, two sets of balancing pairs are shown. In case I, the best PUN transition path and the worst PDN transition path are shown, and in case II, the worst PUN transition path and best PUN transition path are shown.
In Figure 4.14, the two sizing methods, current balancing and transition balancing, are compared using the complex gate of Figure 4.13. One thousand Monte Carlo trials are used to generate the delay distribution. The worst-case transition CDF curves of the complex gate and the optimized complex gate are shown in Figure 4.14. The red dotted line represents the super-threshold sized complex gates, the green dashed line shows the worst-case transition delay sized by the current balancing method, and the blue solid line shows the result from the transition balancing method. The mean delay of the worst-case transition is reduced to 79% and 67% by the current balancing and transition balancing methods, respectively. The maximum delay of the worst case transition is reduced to 81% and 65%, accordingly. For the delay spread, the savings are 81% and 65%, respectively. Comparing the current balancing method and the transition balancing method, the transition balancing method has 16% less mean delay, 21% less maximum worst-case delay, and 20% less variation.

4.2.3.4 Flip-Flop Sizing

The approach to size Flip-Flops is different than the approach to size combinational logic cells due to the feedback loop for data retention. Therefore, it is important to analyze the operation of a Flip-Flop, and to understand the relationship between the different timing parameters, setup and hold time, and the sizing of various transistors in the Flip-Flop.

Figure 4.14. Comparison of the worst-case delay distributions of the complex cell (CMOS 40nm).
4.2.3.4.1  Flip-Flop Operation

In Figure 4.15, a basic D Flip-Flop schematic is shown for presentation purposes. In this D Flip-Flop, a transmission gate is connected to the clock trigger signal, and two back-to-back inverters are used to latch or retain the logic value.

![Figure 4.15 The schematic example of a D Flip-Flop.](image)

The operation of the Flip-Flop is demonstrated in Figure 4.16. The dark line shows the actual transmission path at different operation stages. As shown in Figure 4.16 (a), when the clock signal (noted as CLK) is low, the logic signal at input node D is transmitted to node 3 through nodes 1 and 2. When CLK is high, as shown in Figure 4.16 (b), the path between input node D and node 1 is closed, and the logic value stored at node 3 is transmitted via nodes 1, 2, 4, and 5 to the output node Q and node 6.

When the CLK is low again, as shown in Figure 4.16 (c), the latching circuit within nodes 4, 5, and 6 is enabled. The value at the output node Q will not change. The value at the input node D is stored in the latching circuit within node 1, 2, and 3. When the next CLK is pulled up, the value will be transmitted to the output node. In summary, if D changes, the change would reflect only at node 3 when CLK is low and it would appear at the output only when the CLK is high.
Figure 4.16 The operation stages of a Flip-Flop (a) setup time related path, (b) when clock is high, and (c) when clock is low.

After understanding the distinct conducting paths of the different operations of the Flip-Flop, the relationship between the timing parameters and the transistors in the Flip-Flop can be concluded, and further analysis on the key timing parameters, setup and hold time, are shown in the next sections.
4.2.3.4.2 Sub-threshold sizing for Setup Time

Setup time is defined as the minimum time that the data must be stable at the input node of the flip flop before the clock edge arrives. In the schematic view, it can be seen that, when CLK is low, the setup time is actually the time that it takes data at node D to propagate to node 3 as emphasized by the darkened line shown in Figure 4.16 (a). When CLK is high, the path between D and node 1 is off, and the path between node 3 and node 1 is on, so that the latching is enabled and the data is thus properly stored.

The proposed sub-threshold setup time sizing involves the gates on the conducting path D-1-2-3. Each gate serves as the output load of the previous gate. In sub-threshold, because the current drive is very small compared to the current in nominal voltage, the large leakage current of the PMOS transistor in path 2-3 fails the flip-flop operation as shown in [26, 34]. Therefore, it is important to balance the inverter on path 1-2 and the inverter on path 2-3 to maintain a correct operation with the consideration of the loading capacitance of each path. To include the loading capacitance, the balancing criterion Equation (4.1) is extended,

\[
E[\text{Delay}]_{\text{path1}} = E[\text{Delay}]_{\text{path2}}
\]

where

\[
E[\text{Delay}] = \left(\frac{kT}{q}\right) F\left(\frac{V_{gs}}{kT/q}\right) C_{\text{Load}} e^{-V_{gs} + E[V_{th}]/nkT/q + 2\text{Std}^2[V_{th}]/2(nkT/q)^2}
\]

\[
F\left(\frac{V_{gs}}{kT/q}\right) = \log \left(\frac{1 - e^{-V_{gs}/(kT/q)}}{1 - e^{-V_{gs}/2(kT/q)}}\right)
\]

The loading capacitance of the inverter on path 1-2 consists of two inverters and one transmission gate, while the loading capacitance of the inverter on path 2-3 consists of one inverter and one transmission gate. After the extended balancing is applied, the difference between the two different loading capacitances makes the inverter on path 1-2 stronger than the inverter on path 2-3. In [26, 34], a similar Flip-Flop sizing strategy can be found. The difference is that the proposed method balances the delay instead of the current drive. Note that the rise and fall transitions of the transmission gates are balanced before applying the extended balancing.
4.2.3.4.3 Sub-threshold sizing for hold time

Hold time is defined as the minimum amount of time after the clock edge arrives in which data must be stable. Hold time margin is also an important parameter for Flip-Flops. The hold time involves the time to switch on the transmission gate (TTG), and the time it takes data at the input node to reach the transmission gate (TD), as shown in Figure 4.17. Note that CLK and CLK BAR often have a finite delay. Normally, an inverter is used to generate the CLK BAR signal, which sums up with the conducting time of the transmission gate is the TTG. The gates used to generate the CLK BAR also needs proper sizing when sizing for hold time.

Unlike the setup time which always has a positive delay, the hold time can be positive, zero or negative because of different combinations of TD and TTG. When TTG is greater than TD, the hold time is positive; when they are equal, the hold time is zero. Normally, TD is related to the function of the Flip-Flops, such as, set-reset-enable, scan-enable. Based on different functions of the Flip-Flops, the hold time margin can be adjusted accordingly.

In the proposed sub-threshold library, the flip-flop is tuned to have negative hold time by making TD bigger than TTG. In the shown example, the transmission gate between D and node 1 is the fastest transmission gate among all the other transmission gates. Negative hold time helps to avoid hold time issues caused by the slow clock input when scaling the voltage from sub-threshold region to super-threshold region.
4.2.3.4.4 Comparison of sizing results in 40nm

The Flip-Flop shown in the previous section is used to compare the difference between the conventional super-threshold sizing method and the proposed sub-threshold sizing method.

First, the setup time and CLK-Q delays are compared based on corner simulation results at 0.3V with FO4 loading at the data output node. In the SS corner, the maximum setup time of both super-threshold and sub-threshold sized Flip-Flops is shown in Figure 4.18. The X-axis shows the setup time and the Y-axis shows the CLK-Q delay at of corresponding setup times.

In Figure 4.18, it can be seen that, when the setup time is above 0.50µs as shown by arrow A, changing the setup time has no influence on the CLK-Q delay of the super-threshold sized Flip-Flop. The CLK-Q delay is stable around 0.63µs. For the sub-threshold sized Flip-Flop, when the setup time is above 0.20µs as shown by arrow B, the CLK-Q delay is stable around 0.56µs. Comparing A and B, one can see that with the proposed sizing method, at 0.3V, the setup time can be improved from 0.50µs to 0.20µs, while the CLK-Q delay is improved by 12% in the SS corner. When the setup time is below 0.20µs, the super-threshold sized Flip-Flop can no longer function properly; however, the sub-threshold sized Flip-Flop can still give correct output data at the cost of a small increase of CLK-Q delay. The sub-threshold Flip-Flop can tolerate 0.06µs as minimum functional setup time.

Figure 4.18 The setup time of the super-threshold and sub-threshold sized Flip-Flop comparison at SS corner.
Figure 4.19 The setup time of the super-threshold sized Flip-Flop at different process corners.

Figure 4.20 The setup time of the sub-threshold sized Flip-Flop at different process corners.

The setup time simulation results of all five corners for both the super-threshold and sub-threshold sized Flip-Flops are shown in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20, respectively. Note that in Figure 4.20 the Y-axis is limited so as to have the same range as the Y-axis used in Figure 4.19 in order to gain a better visualized comparison.
In Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20, one can see that, at 0.3V the SS corner has the worst CLK-Q delay and setup time performance for both super-threshold and sub-threshold sized Flip-Flops. Comparing the two figures, it is clearly shown that the sub-threshold sized Flip-Flop has the faster and more stable CLK-Q delay as well as a better setup time tolerance. To summarize the two figures, Table 5 is used to list the minimum allowed setup time with stable CLK-Q delay, and minimum function setup time value at all five corners.

Table 5 Setup time corner simulation summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corner</th>
<th>Minimum Setup Time [(\mu s)] (with Stable CLK-Q Delay)</th>
<th>Minimum Functional Setup Time [(\mu s)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Super-threshold</td>
<td>Sub-threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>0.01 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.005 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>0.01 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.006 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.06 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.040 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>0.30 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.080 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0.50 (0.63)</td>
<td>0.200 (0.56)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among all five corners, the maximum improvement on minimum setup time (with stable CLK-Q delay) is approximately 3.75x at SF corner, and for minimum functional setup time improvement, the improvement number is 3.33x at SS corner. The stable CLK-Q delay is compared by 3000 Monte Carlo Simulation at 0.3V with a 1\(\mu s\) setup time. The CLK-Q delay distribution comparison between the super-threshold sized Flip-Flop and the sub-threshold sized Flip-Flop is shown in Figure 4.21.

Based on the proposed sizing method, at 0.3V, the mean CLK-Q delay can be reduced by 20% and the standard deviation can be reduced by 16%.

The hold time comparison is not shown, because based on different purposes, the hold time can be tuned from positive value to negative value to guarantee proper functionality.
4.3 Conclusions of Chapter 4

In this section, the sizing method and the optimization process are explained in detail. Two sizing methods are proposed based on the transistor behavior in the sub-threshold region: one is to balance the standard cells without considering the input patterns (namely, the current sizing method); the other it to balance the standard cells with the consideration of the input patterns. Both methods render cells with faster transitions, better yields, and more robust behaviors compared to the conventional super-threshold sizing and state-of-the-art sizing. During sizing, the complex cell topology translation algorithm is used to find the equivalent transistor of different transition paths within the combinational cells. In addition to the combinational cells, the Flip-Flops are analyzed. The relationship between the transistor sizing parameters and the Flip-Flop timing parameters is studied.
CHAPTER 5

STANDARD CELL LIBRARY IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPARISONS

A variety of strategies to integrate a standard cell library from individually optimized cells operating in the sub-threshold regime is presented in this chapter. The standard cell library development conforms to the standards of the Synopsys liberty timing format. The optimized libraries are then compared against the corresponding super-threshold libraries in different technology nodes, different corners, and different voltages.

Process variation is a very important issue in the sub-threshold region. It is also an important factor in filtering the minimum number of cells that integrate the library. In Chapter 2, the variability study for stacked transistors unveiled the maximum number of series-connected transistors within a given process variation tolerance requirement. As listed in Table 1, if a tolerance of 30% to 40% is acceptable, the maximum number of transistors connected in a series is three. Thus, all cells in the library will have three or less inputs. The second filtering criterion is the drive strength. In low power applications, speed is not the primary concern. Thus, high drive-strength cells are not widely selected by the synthesis tool. Moreover, the proposed sizing method increases the drive current without increasing the area of the cells, which means that after optimization, the same drive current can be achieved by cells with smaller area. The third filtering criterion is the frequency of occurrence of the cells that are used in various types of applications. Based on a set of circuit synthesis reports and the first two filtering criteria, a set of 166 standard cells, including 109 basic logic cells (such as inverter, NAND gate, and NOR gate), 35 buffers, 10 flip-flops (different functions), 8 adders, and 4 MUX cells, is chosen to build the sub-threshold standard cell library in this work.

5.1 Layout Choices

Standard cell layout choices are studied in this section. In low power applications the physical libraries are optimized for low power and small area since
performance is not the main consideration. The height of the cells is made preferably six or seven routing tracks high to make the low drive strength cells more area-efficient for better power savings. If higher drive strength is needed, more fingers or parallel-connected transistors within the standard logic cells are used. The cells grow in width to increase their drive strength. But is it always beneficial to use low cell height (six or seven tracks) in sub-threshold region? In this section, a comparison between the width-growth and height-growth is carried out. It is shown that it is not always beneficial to keep the number of tracks as low as possible and to grow only the width of the cells in the low voltage domain.

Without loss of generality, the example of an inverter with single drive strength, shown in Figure 5.1 (b), is used to compare height and width cell layout expansion strategies. One way to enhance the drive strength from one to two is to make the inverter wider, namely Width Growing, as shown in Figure 5.1 (a). The source (drain) is shared by two parallel-connected transistors to decrease the total area of the inverter. The other way of growing is to grow in vertical direction, namely Height Growing, as shown in Figure 5.1 (c). The drain and source of two transistors are connected via Metal 1.

![Figure 5.1 The layout view of inverters.](image)
To compare different layouts of inverters with drive strength 2, three thousand Monte Carlo simulations are used to show the difference in terms of the delay and variation. The results of the two layout styles of a 15-stage inverter chain are shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 The delay distributions of two layout styles at 0.3V.

One can see that in Figure 5.2 the delay distribution of the inverter chain with Height Growing is left shifted. Based on the CDF curve, the Height Growing inverter displays a better yield. The data is summarized in Table 6.

Table 6 Comparison of inverter chains with two growing methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Width Growing</th>
<th>Height Growing</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean of delay [µs]</td>
<td>0.1536</td>
<td>0.1240</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of delay [µs]</td>
<td>0.0813</td>
<td>0.0683</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean+3*standard deviation of delay [µs]</td>
<td>0.5938</td>
<td>0.4955</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of leakage power [fW]</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
<td>0.0181</td>
<td>-2.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compared to the Width Growing method, the Height Growing method yields the 15-stage inverter chain with 19% lower mean of delay and 16% smaller standard deviation. Note that in order to calculate the (mean + 3 * standard deviation) point for the lognormal distribution, a natural logarithm is
performed to transfer the distribution to a normal distribution. Then an exponential function is applied to the (mean+3*standard deviation) of the normal distribution to calculate the correct value. Comparing the leakage power of the two methods, it can be seen that the Height Growing method has 2.5% higher leakage power at 0.3V.

The improvement of the Height Growing method is due to reduced internal capacitance. After the capacitance extraction for the two different inverters was performed, the capacitance between each node is shown in Figure 5.3.

![Figure 5.3 The capacitance models of Width Growing and Height Growing.](image)

In general, the Height Growing method shown on the right side of the figure has lower capacitance between different nodes than the Width Growing method shown on the left side as shown in Figure 5.3. The delay improvement mainly comes from the lower capacitance between the input and output nodes.

Growing in either direction leads to different benefits. As stated previously, it is easier to make the area of the cells with multiple drive strengths more compact with width growth because of the shared drain/source region. Growing in height has delay and variation benefits because of the reduced internal capacitance. When increasing the drive strength of the cells with the Height Growing method, there is no shared drain/source region with adjacent transistors. The area efficiency of the Height Growing method is therefore lower compared to the Width Growing method. Furthermore, since the cells grow in
the vertical direction, routing for power connections is as easy as the cells following the Width Growing method. However, since the height growing cells are higher than the width growing cells, the number of routing tracks is increased.

When choosing between Width Growing and Height Growing, another parameter that needs to be considered is the number of routing tracks in the given technology. Normally, the number of tracks is proportional to the cell height. The comparison of Width Growing and Height Growing helps to determine the optimum number of tracks (cell height) in low voltage domain. It is clearly shown that the Height Growing approach brings benefits in delay and variation improvement. When drawing the layout of the standard cells in the low voltage domain, the height of the cell should be as high as possible for delay and variation purposes. In terms of number of tracks, the more tracks the better. From the parallel transistor analysis in Chapter 2, a finger structure is also very efficient in delay and variation improvement. Together with the Height Growing method, using small transistors with multiple fingers within the highest allowed cell height is a promising choice for low power standard cell sizing.

5.2 Library Characterization

After the sizing parameters are chosen based on the optimization and the layout choice, the physical standard cell library can be developed. The next step is to characterize the timing and power of the standard cells at different conditions in the “liberty” format [72].

In the liberty format of standard cell libraries, there are three main categories of parameters: timing slew, loading capacitance, and flip-flop related parameters. In this section, these three different sets of parameters are explained together with strategy on how to determine those parameters for different cells.

5.2.1 Timing and Power Model

In this work, a Non-Linear-Delay-Model (NLDM) [72] is used to specify the standard cell library. The NLDM model for delay/power is presented in a two-dimensional matrix table, with the two independent variables being the input transition time and the output loading capacitance. The entries in the table denote the timing delay/power. The model shown in Figure 5.4 is an example of such a table for the delay of the output pin of an inverter cell.
pin (Z) {
    direction : output;
    max_transition : Value;
    max_capacitance : Value;
    timing () {
        related_pin : "IN";
        timing_sense : negative_unate;
        timing_type : combinational;
        cell_rise (delay_template_7x7) {
            index_1 ("S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7");
            index_2 ("C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7");
            values ( "T11,T12,T13,T14,T15,T16,T17", "T21,T22,T23,T24,T25,T26,T27", "T31...T37", "T41...T47", "T51...T57", "T61...T67", "T71,T72,T73,T74,T75,T76,T77" );
        }
    }
}

Figure 5.4 An example of NLDM model

In the example shown in Figure 5.4, the two dimensional matrix table of the timing delay of the output pin Z is described. This portion of the cell description contains the rising delay models for the timing arc from pin IN to pin Z, as well as the max_transition and max_capacitance values at pin Z. There are separate models for the rising and falling delays (for the output pin), which are labeled as cell_rise and cell_fall, respectively. The type of indices and the order of table lookup indices are described in the lookup table template delay_template_7x7. The timing_sense has negative_unate and positive_unate. Negative_unate means cell output logic is the inverted version of input logic. In inverter Z is negative unate with respect to IN. Positive_unate means cell output logic is the same as that of the input.

This look-up table template specifies that the first variable in the table is the input slew (index_1), and the second variable is the output loading capacitance (index_2). There are seven entries for each variable, thereby resulting in a 7-by-7 table. In most cases, the entries for the table are also formatted like a table. The first index (index_1) can then be treated as a row index. The second index (index_2) becomes the column index. For example, when the input transition is $S_2$ and the output loading capacitance is $C_3$, the delay value is $T_{23}$. 
The delay template serves as a look-up table in the NLDM model. During the actual synthesis, if the input transition time and the output capacitance match a table entry, the table lookup is trivial since the timing value corresponds directly to the value in the table. However, often enough, there is no match to any of the entries available in the table. In this case, a two-dimensional interpolation is utilized to provide the resulting timing value. The two nearest table indices in each dimension are chosen for the table interpolation. For example, for a given set with input transition time denoted as \( S_0 \) (\( S_1 < S_0 < S_2 \)) and output load \( C_0 \) (\( C_2 < C_0 < C_3 \)), four values in the table are selected: \( T_{12}, T_{22}, T_{13}, \) and \( T_{23} \). The \( T_{00} \) value for \( S_0 \) and \( C_0 \) is calculated by interpolation and shown as

\[
T_{00} = \frac{X_1 T_{12} + X_2 T_{13} + X_3 T_{22} + X_4 T_{23}}{X_5}
\]

where

\[
X_1 = (S_2 - S_0)(C_3 - C_0)
\]
\[
X_2 = (S_2 - S_0)(C_0 - C_2)
\]
\[
X_3 = (S_0 - S_1)(C_3 - C_0)
\]
\[
X_4 = (S_0 - S_1)(C_0 - C_2)
\]
\[
X_5 = (S_2 - S_1)(C_3 - C_2)
\]

The table index is critical for correct interpolation. Therefore, it is very important to find the correct index range and steps for the delay and load capacitance in order to get an accurate delay/power model for backend flow.

5.2.2 Defining the Slew

In standard cell libraries, the slew rate is measured as the time it takes for a signal to transition between two specific voltage levels. The slower the slew the larger the transition time, and vice versa.

The reason to define the correct slew range is that the transition time for a standard cell is different at different voltages. If the input slew is defined at nominal voltage, the transition time of the cell using this slew at low voltage is inaccurate because the slew is orders of magnitude faster than the actual input slew. Based on the NLDM model, the accuracy of the timing value after inter-
Interpolation is not the actual response, either. An accurate delay model can only be derived with the correctly aligned input slew values. In fact, the input slew value in sub-threshold can vary up to three orders of magnitude for different cells depending upon PVT conditions. In the proposed library characterization process, the slew is defined based on a simple cell and variable loading capacitance simulation setup. The process is shown in Figure 5.5.

![Figure 5.5 The simulation setup for defining the slew.](image)

For each specific loading capacitance used in the simulation, a set of input slews is used to stimulate the cell. The input slew value is chosen only when the output slew matches the input slew at each specific loading capacitance. The simulations are repeated at different corners, temperatures, and voltages for different input pins to collect the slew for libraries at different working conditions. In this way, the input slew can be matched correctly with different conditions and can provide the right interpolation space for backend simulation.

### 5.2.3 Defining the Load

The loading capacitance is defined based on the extracted input capacitance of the standard cell. With the extraction, the internal capacitance of all the cells in the standard cell library is updated. The range of the output capacitance is defined based on the minimum and maximum capacitance of the standard cell library. The minimum capacitance is defined by input capacitance of the minimum sized standard cell. The maximum capacitance is defined by four times the input capacitance of the largest standard cell.
5.2.4 Sequential Logic

In sequential logic timing model, the delay and power values have a similar format as the combinational logics. With certain input slews and loading capacitances, a delay/power value can be found or interpolated based on the values in the NLDM matrix. The differences are the timing check models to ensure a correct logic function for sequential circuit elements. In this section, the relative timing checks that need to be carefully considered at low voltage range are discussed.

5.2.4.1 Synchronous Check

The setup and hold time checks verify that the data input is unambiguous at the active edge of the clock and that the proper data is in fact latched at the active edge. These timing checks validate whether the data input is stable around the active clock edge.

The template for the timing check is similar to the delay template. The main difference between them is the index. In the timing check template, index_1 is the input transition times of the constrained pin (data transition for setup and hold time), which is the same as the delay template. The index_2 however is also a transition index which shows the transition time of a related pin (clock pin for setup and hold time check).

The hold timing check index may show negative values. It normally happens when the path from the pin of the flip-flop to the internal latch point for the data is longer than the corresponding path for the clock. Thus, a negative hold check implies that the data pin of the flip-flop can change ahead of the clock pin and still meet the hold time check.

The setup timing check index can also be negative. However, both the setup and hold time cannot be negative at the same time. The sum of the setup and hold time defines the pulse width during which the data pin needs to be steady for proper logic operations.

5.2.4.2 Pulse Width Check

In addition to the synchronous and asynchronous timing checks, there is a check which ensures that the pulse width at an input pin of a cell meets the minimum requirement. For example, if the width of a pulse at the clock pin is smaller than the specified minimum, the clock may not latch the data properly. The pulse width checks can be specified for relevant synchronous and asyn-
chronous pins as well. The minimum and maximum pulse widths are related to the input slew range of the clock pin and data pin. Therefore, at different voltages and different conditions, the minimum and maximum pulse widths need to be determined separately.

5.3 **Library Cell Comparison**

Based on the proposed standard cell sizing methodology, the layout strategy, and the library characterization settings previously discussed, new standard cell libraries are composed, optimized, and characterized for low voltage operation in two different technology nodes (40nm and 90nm CMOS technologies). Commercial libraries, designed to operate in the super-threshold region in both technology nodes, are characterized now in the low voltage region and used as reference libraries.

In this section, the comparison between the proposed libraries and the reference libraries is shown at different supply voltages and process corners in terms of power and performance effectiveness. This comparison is done both in simulation using primitive gates and also verified by measurement results in the 40nm CMOS technology. More specifically, the libraries compared in this section include:

- Commercial low power libraries characterized for low voltages in 40nm LP CMOS technology and 90nm LP CMOS technology;
- Optimized libraries:
  - Width-tuned library optimized and characterized for low voltages in 90nm LP CMOS technology;
  - Width and length-tuned library optimized and characterized for low voltages in 40nm LP CMOS technology and 90nm LP CMOS technology.

The differences between the two optimized libraries are the sizing methods and optimization targets. In Chapter 2, the width and length tuning effects are studied. Recall that both the reverse short channel effect and the inverse narrow width effect help improve the speed of the transistors. The reverse short channel effect helps to decrease the variation of the transistors in sub-threshold region. Tuning the width and length has an opposite effect on the speed and
variation of the transistors in the sub-threshold region as compared to the super-threshold region.

The width-tuned only library uses the transition-based method to improve the worst-case delay of the standard cells from the sub-threshold to super-threshold region. The width and length tuned library is a full option package at low voltage. Together with the transition-based sizing method, both width and length are tuned to make use of the reverse short channel and narrow width effects in the sub-threshold region. Since at different voltages the width and length tunings have different effects, the width and length tuned library is a voltage sensitive library.

The first part of the comparison is at the cell level. The timing, power, and area parameters are compared cell by cell at low voltage to show the improvement of the proposed sizing method. The comparison based on different corners is shown in Section 5.3.1, while the comparison across different voltages is shown in Section 5.3.2.

In each standard cell library, the delay and power values are measured using circuit-level simulations at different input slews and loading capacitances. The maximum and minimum values of the slews and loading capacitance indexes differ by more than two orders of magnitude. It is not convenient to carry out a straightforward comparison in a large range. Instead, the average delay and power values are presented across all combinations of the slews and loading capacitances. From here on, the average values are referred to by the pin-delay and pin-power parameters for timing and power parameters, respectively.

5.3.1 Comparison across Different Corners

The comparison among different sets of libraries is performed in three corners: TT, FF, and SS. The comparison covers timing, power, and variation in both 90nm and 40nm technology nodes.

5.3.1.1 Timing and Power Comparison at TT Corner

Firstly, the comparison between the reference library and the optimized library is done at 0.3V at the TT corner. In the comparisons, the max cell delay is the maximum value of the pin-delay among different transitions of each cell. It actually shows the worst average transition of each cell. The corresponding pin-delay and pin-power are used to compare the power-delay product (PDP)
of each cell. The max cell delay and the max cell PDP are compared at each technology node.

In Figure 5.6, the width and length-tuned library is compared with the commercial library at TT corner with supply voltage at 0.3V. The comparison is carried out at 90nm and 40nm technology nodes. The values shown in the figures are normalized to the minimum delay or minimum PDP value of the super-threshold library at corresponding technology node.

![Figure 5.6 The normalized max cell delay and PDP comparison at TT corner with 90nm and 40nm CMOS technologies. (a) Delay comparison at 90nm; (b) PDP comparison at 90nm; (c) delay comparison at 40nm; (d) PDP comparison at 40nm.](image)

As shown in Figure 4.5, most of the points lie above the reference 45 degree dashed line, which means that the cells from the width- and length-tuned library have better timing properties. Those cells that lie on the reference line are the minimum sized cells which cannot be further optimized by using the proposed sizing method. After optimization, the complex cells and cells with larg-
er drive strength have better performance improvement compared to the rest of the logic cells.

On average, the 90nm cells with width and length tuning have 38% better timing for worst-case transitions without introducing extra area cost. On average, the cells from the width and length tuning library achieve 31% better PDP at worst transition. In the 40nm technology node, the width- and length-tuned library cells have 49% average timing improvement for worst-case transitions and 55% better average PDP compared to the super-threshold library reference at 40nm.

5.3.1.2 Variation Comparison

Three thousand Monte Carlo simulations with both global and local variations were done for each cell in the libraries to compare their timing variation sensitivity in the sub-threshold region. The results of the delay variations in the 90nm and 40nm technology nodes are shown in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, respectively. The red circles represent the width- and length-tuned library cells. The blue squares represent the cells from the commercial super-threshold library. The X-axis shows the normalized mean delay. The values of both libraries are normalized to the minimum mean delay of the cells in the super-threshold library for each technology node. The y-axis shows the delay variation value calculated by the standard deviation over the mean. The marker size of each data point is a crude indication of cell area. As known, bigger cells have smaller variation [73]. However, in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, this is not always true. Most of the cells lie in the standard deviation/mean range from 50% to 70%. There is no clear indication that increasing the area will lead to variation savings in the sub-threshold region. Width- and length-tuned cells have in fact better speed and variation compared to the cells with minimum channel length and the same area.

In Figure 5.7, the width- and length-tuned cells are mainly distributed in the lower left corner, which means that the timing and the robustness of those cells are better than the cells from the super-threshold library. On average, the width- and length-tuned cells have 22% smaller variation and 1.69x timing improvement.

Similar to Figure 5.7, in Figure 5.8, the width- and length-tuned cells on average have 11% smaller variation and 2.17x timing improvement in the 40nm technology node. Among all the compared cells, the width and length tuning have maximally 45% variation savings for a two-input NOR gate NR2D1 and
4.12x maximum performance improvement for the NR2XD8 without any area penalty.

Figure 5.7 The variation of the delay and area comparison ($V_{GS}=V_{DS}=0.3$ V. 90nm CMOS technology).

Figure 5.8 The variation of the delay and area comparison ($V_{GS}=V_{DS}=0.3$ V. 40nm CMOS technology).

5.3.1.3 Comparison at FF/SS Corners

The comparison of the timing and power-delay product of the standard cells in the FF and SS corners is shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, respectively. The performance of the standard cells in the SS and FF corners determines the lower and upper bounds of the delay and power distributions. It should be
noted that the values shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 are normalized to the same value in Figure 5.6 to compare values across different corners.

![Graphs showing normalized max cell delay and PDP comparison at FF corner with 90nm and 40nm CMOS technologies.](image)

Figure 5.9 The normalized max cell delay and PDP comparison at FF corner with 90nm and 40nm CMOS technologies. (a) Delay comparison at 90nm; (b) PDP comparison at 90nm; (c) delay comparison at 40nm; (d) PDP comparison at 40nm.

Similar to Figure 5.6, most of the points in Figure 5.9 lie above the 45-degree reference line, which means that at the FF corner the width- and length-tuned library is faster compared at 0.3V. In the 90nm technology node, the cells from the width- and length-tuned library have on average 22% better timing and 21% better PDP. The maximum timing and PDP improvement is 94% and 51%, respectively. In the 40nm technology node, the average timing improvement is 24% while the PDP improvement is 53%. The maximum timing and PDP improvements among all the cells in the library are 56% and 71%, respectively.
In the 40nm technology node, the sizing effects in the sub-threshold region are stronger than in the 90nm technology node, thereby leading to more significant timing and power improvement.

![Figure 5.10](image)

Figure 5.10 The normalized max cell delay and PDP comparison at SS corner with 90nm and 40nm CMOS technologies. (a) Delay comparison at 90nm; (b) PDP comparison at 90nm; (c) delay comparison at 40nm; (d) PDP comparison at 40nm.

The results for the SS corner, presented in Figure 5.10, show similar improvements to the ones shown in Figure 4.8, where most of the points are above the 45 degree reference line. In the 90nm technology node, the average timing and PDP improvements are 21% and 23%, respectively. The maximum improvements of the timing and PDP values are 44% and 50%, respectively. In the 40nm technology node, the average timing and PDP improvements are 45% and 54%, respectively.

Average timing and PDP improvements of the 90nm library in the TT corner, are 10% more than in the SS and FF corners on average. The optimization
target in 90nm was to improve the speed in the TT corner and to reduce the variation. Therefore, the delay improvement in FF and SS corners is not as high as for the TT corner. The power efficiency improvement for both FF and SS corners is similar to the improvement in the TT corner. The 10% lower delay improvement therefore results in 10% lower PDP improvement. The PDP improvements among all three compared corners are more than 50%.

5.3.2 Comparison across Voltage Ranges

The voltage scalability of distinct 90nm libraries is presented in Figure 5.11. Timing improvement is calculated by comparing the timing value of each transition of each cell with the corresponding cell in the super-threshold library. The average value of all improvements is calculated at each compared voltage. The width- and length-tuned library shows around 49% better timing at 0.3V. When the supply voltage increases to 0.65 V, the improvement drops to 0. Above 0.65 V, the width- and length-tuned library works slower than the super-threshold library. The width-tuned only library shows 10% to 11% better average timing from 0.3 V to 1.2 V when compared to the super-threshold library.

Figure 5.11 The average cell timing improvement ($V_{GS}=V_{DS}=[0.3V, 1.1V]$. 90 nm CMOS technology).

The variation of the three libraries is also compared using Monte Carlo simulations on extracted critical paths of the circuit C6288 of the ISCAS benchmark. The same circuit is synthesized from 0.3V to 1.2V. Note that the critical paths of the three different libraries are different. Moreover, at different voltages, the critical paths from the same library are different as well. The
mean and the lower boundary of the distribution are summarized in Table 7. The comparisons are carried out at three different voltage nodes: 0.3V, 0.6V, and 1.2V.

Besides the mean delay, an extra column is included to show the \((\mu + 3\sigma)\) of the delay. Observing that since the libraries have different mean delays, the conventional figure of merit, i.e. standard deviation over mean, does not represent the real variation of the delay. Thus, the \(\mu + 3\sigma\) delay is used to benchmark the lower bound of the delay distribution. As can be concluded from Table 7, at 0.3V, the proposed width- and length-tuned library achieves a 28% faster circuit with 25% smaller variation. At 0.6V, the width- and length-tuned library has a similar behavior to the super-threshold library with respect to the delay distribution. At 1.2V, the width- and length-tuned library is 15% slower than the super-threshold library in terms of mean delay and 17% slower in \(\mu + 3\sigma\) delay.

Table 7 Comparison of critical path delays of ISCAS circuit C6288

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sizing</th>
<th>Width and Length</th>
<th>Super-threshold</th>
<th>Width only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\mu)</td>
<td>(\mu + 3\sigma)</td>
<td>(\mu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3V</td>
<td>0.23E-6</td>
<td>0.67E-6</td>
<td>0.32E-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6V</td>
<td>0.34E-8</td>
<td>0.55E-8</td>
<td>0.37E-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2V</td>
<td>0.67E-9</td>
<td>0.76E-9</td>
<td>0.57E-9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, at different voltages, the proposed width-tuned library shows 10% improvement of mean delay on average and 10% improvement of the \(\mu + 3\sigma\) delay compared to the super-threshold library.

5.4 Verification of Standard Cell Optimization in Silicon

The chip studied in this section was developed at Holst Centre/imec-nl, taped-out in December 2012. It became available for test in June 2013. It contains several ring oscillator structures of various lengths and different cell types from two libraries (the width- and length-tuned and width-tuned only libraries). The die and layout views are shown in Figure 5.12.
This test chip has four modules. Within the module, ring oscillators are used to compare the timing of cells from the two libraries. Level shifters are used between each ring oscillator and the I/O pad. In the inverter module, inverters from different libraries have separate power supplies to be able to measure power consumption of the two libraries.

Inverter module contains:

- 16-, 40-, 64-, and 80-stage inverter chains, based on the inverter of size D4 from a commercial 40nm library. See CM in Figure 5.12.
- 16-, 40-, 64-, and 80-stage inverter chains, based on an inverter from the sub-threshold library with an equivalent area as the commercial D4 inverter. See SA in Figure 5.12.
- 16-, 40-, 64-, and 80-stage inverter chains, based on an inverter from the sub-threshold library with less area than the commercial D4 inverter. See SSA in Figure 5.12.

NAND NOR module (shown in Figure 5.12 together with the XOR Module)

- 72-stage NAND-NOR chains, based on the gates of size D4 from the commercial 40nm library. See CM NAND NOR in Figure 5.12.
- 72-stage NAND-NOR chains, based on the gates of size D4 from sub-threshold library. See SA NAND NOR in Figure 5.12.

XOR module (shown in Figure 5.12 together with the NAND and NOR Module)
• 200-stage XOR chains, based on the gates of size D2 from the commercial 40nm library. See CM XOR in Figure 5.12.
• 200-stage XOR-chain, based on the gates of size D2 from the sub-threshold library. See SA XOR in Figure 5.12.

Flip-Flop (FF) module
• 200-stage FF chains, based on the flip-flop of size D1 from the commercial 40nm library. See CM-FF in Figure 5.12.
• 200-stage FF chains, based on the sub-threshold library flip-flop with equivalent area as the commercial flip-flop. See SA-FF in Figure 5.12.

In each module, for each chain length and cell type, there are 16 repetitions of the chain.

5.4.1 Inverter Chain

There are three inverters compared in this section, labeled as CM, SA, and SSA. The Inverter denoted as CM is the Inverter with size D4 from the commercial 40nm library. Based on the proposed sizing methodology, the inverter sizing is optimized with the same area constraint in the sub-threshold region, which provides the inverter labeled as SA. The SSA inverter is an inverter optimized for sub-threshold operation and has weaker drive strength than the SA inverter. In terms of area, SSA is smaller than an inverter with size D4 from the commercial library.

5.4.1.1 Frequency Comparison in Sub-threshold Region

The frequency comparison of the 16-stage inverter chain at 0.3V is shown in Figure 5.13. The blue color represents the commercial library inverters, namely CM-INV. The red color represents the inverters from the sub-threshold library with the same area as the CM-INV, namely SA-INV. The green color represents the sub-threshold library inverter with smaller drive strength, namely SSA-INV. The SA and SSA inverter chains are faster than the CM inverter chain. On average, the SA and SSA inverters are 1.47x and 1.25x faster, respectively, compared to the CM inverter. Here, a parameter $\frac{\mu + \sigma}{\mu - \sigma}$ is introduced to represent the spread of the frequency (note that, the $\mu$ and $\sigma$ values are calculated from 64 samples).
As listed in Table 8, in sub-threshold, the SA and SSA inverters from the sub-threshold library have 1.5x and 1.3x faster frequency, respectively, compared to the commercial library. Because the mean value is changed, comparing the standard deviation alone does not represent the frequency spread. As has been mentioned, \( \frac{\mu + \sigma}{\mu - \sigma} \) is used to compare the spread. SA and SSA inverters have narrower spread compared to the CM inverter. The average improvement with SA and SSA inverters is 5% with regard to the commercial library. The frequency comparison of the inverter chains with a different number of stages is shown in Table 9.

The reason to compare the different number of stages is to see if the variation is suppressed or not by adding more cells in a chain. As listed in Table 9, when the number of stages is increased from 40 to 64 or 80, the variation of the measured samples does not change significantly. The variation is around 10% for all three different cells. When comparing the unit delay of the 40-stage chain to the 64/80-stage chain, the unit delay mean value decreases, which means that when the number of stages is increased from 40 to 64/80, the frequency per stage increases. The speed-up comes from the variation cancellation of longer chains [74].
Table 8 Frequency statistics of 16-stage inverter chain [0.3V, 0.5V]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Commercial</th>
<th>Sub-threshold (SA)</th>
<th>Sub-threshold (SSA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.3V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>4.48E+05</td>
<td>6.57E+05</td>
<td>5.62E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>6.35E+04</td>
<td>7.35E+04</td>
<td>6.97E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ+σ/μ</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ−σ/μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>3.92E+06</td>
<td>5.67E+06</td>
<td>5.05E+06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>5.09E+05</td>
<td>6.45E+05</td>
<td>5.86E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ+σ/μ</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ−σ/μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>2.50E+07</td>
<td>3.26E+07</td>
<td>3.02E+07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>2.41E+06</td>
<td>2.69E+06</td>
<td>2.59E+06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ+σ/μ</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ−σ/μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9 Frequency statistics of 40, 64, 80-stage inverter chain at 0.35V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>40-stage inverter</th>
<th>64-stage inverter</th>
<th>80-stage inverter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>6.65E+05</td>
<td>4.36E+05</td>
<td>3.43E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>6.99E+04</td>
<td>4.34E+04</td>
<td>3.41E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ/μ</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ+σ/μ</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ−σ/μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>9.90E+05</td>
<td>6.69E+05</td>
<td>5.56E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>1.04E+05</td>
<td>6.97E+04</td>
<td>4.93E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ/μ</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ+σ/μ</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ−σ/μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>8.97E+05</td>
<td>5.90E+05</td>
<td>4.83E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>9.98E+04</td>
<td>5.79E+04</td>
<td>4.80E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ/μ</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ+σ/μ</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ−σ/μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4.1.2 Power Comparison

The normalized leakage power is shown in Figure 5.14. Note that all the power figures are normalized to the average leakage power of the CM inverter chains at 0.3V. In the sub-threshold, from 0.3V to 0.5V, the SA consumes 38% to 51% less leakage power with regard to CM. Similarly, SSA has 57% to 60% lower leakage power compared to CM. From 0.6V to 1.1V, the SA and SSA show on average 53% and 60% leakage power savings, respectively, compared to CM.

The leakage savings in the sub-threshold region is because of the balancing between the N and P network. The faster network is slowed down to speed up the slower network, which means that the larger current in the faster network is reduced to increase the lower current in the slower network. In this way, the circuit can be faster in the worst case and less leaky in idle mode [14, 30]. During the sizing optimization, both channel length and width are tuned: the length of the transistor is increased to speed up the transistor in the sub-threshold region and the channel width is reduced to maintain the same area. In the super-threshold region, increasing the channel length decreases the transistor current, which leads to leakage power savings as shown in the lower part of Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14 The leakage power comparison using inverters.
The leakage power of a single 16-stage chain, shown in Figure 5.14, is divided into two ranges to have a better comparison scale: sub-threshold [0.3V, 0.5V] and from near threshold to nominal voltage [0.6V, 1.1V]. Notice that the sub-threshold libraries have around 55% lower leakage power compared to the super-threshold library. The leakage savings at nominal voltage is 53%.

5.4.1.3 Comparison with Body Biasing

Body biasing [43, 75] and voltage scaling [4] are post-silicon techniques commonly used in digital circuit performance tuning. In the sub-threshold, the performance of the cells is very sensitive to supply voltage and body biasing voltage change, which makes post silicon tuning techniques very efficient for performance compensation or for performance boosting. In this section, the chains are compared under body biasing and voltage scaling.

Both forward and reverse body biasing voltages are applied to a 16-stage inverter chain at the 0.3V supply voltage to compare the body biasing effect on all three inverters (see Figure 5.15). The body biasing voltage range is from -0.2V to 0.4V. Similar to the super-threshold as shown in [43, 75], when applying forward body biasing, the logic circuits can speed up. Reverse body biasing has the opposite effect. Different color lines show the mean values of the delays of different inverter chains.

When the forward body bias voltage varies from -0.2V to 0.3V, the slope of the body biasing tuning curve is increased at each voltage. When forward body biased is applied at 0.4V, the slope of the curve decreases compared to the one at smaller biasing voltages. Thus the efficiency of body biasing at 0.4V decreases. A similar trend can be found in the sub-threshold region for the 40nm technology node. The SA and SSA inverter chains are faster than the CM inverter chains at each body biasing voltage. However, compared to the performance at zero body biasing voltage, CM inverter chains on average speed up by 5x, while for the SA and SSA inverter chains, the speed-up is 4.5x at 0.3V. CM inverter chains are, therefore, more sensitive to forward body biasing at 0.3V than the SA and SSA inverter chains.

The influence of the body biasing voltages can also be recognized as threshold voltage process variation. CM inverter chains are, therefore, more sensitive to process variation, which verifies the balancing theory and corresponds to the Monte-Carlo simulation results.
Figure 5.15 The frequency comparison using the inverter chain with body biasing ($V_{GS}=V_{DS}=10.3V$).

Figure 5.16 The leakage power comparison using the inverter chain with body biasing ($V_{GS}=V_{DS}=10.3V$).

The leakage power consumption at different biasing voltages is shown in Figure 5.16. When the supply voltage is 0.3V, the same dynamic energy is maintained for different body biasing voltages. The increased energy consumption is mainly provided by the leakage energy. The trend of the leakage power of the 16-stage inverter chain with FBB from 0 to 0.3V can also be observed in
Figure 5.16. At each body biasing voltage, SA and SSA cells consume lower leakage power compared to the CM inverters.

To have a more detailed comparison, a frequency target of 2MHz is set to compare the dynamic power and the leakage power of all three different inverter chains under supply voltage scaling and body biasing scaling.

The frequency and the leakage power of the two library cells working at 0.3V with forward body biasing of up to 0.3V are shown in Figure 4.16. Note that when forward body biasing the transistors, the dynamic energy is not affected. Hence, the dynamic energy trend is excluded in the body biasing comparison. The dashed lines represent the frequency, and the solid lines represent the leakage power of each kind of cell. When the forward body biasing voltage is increased, all three cells speed up and consume higher leakage power. When taking a closer look at the solid lines, one can see that the slope of the black solid line is larger than the slope of the red and blue solid lines. This means that the leakage power of the CM cells is more sensitive to forward body biasing than for cells from the sub-threshold library. When the target frequency is set to be 2MHz, as the green line indicates, the SA and SSA cells need smaller body biasing voltages and are less leaky compared to CM cell. Data are further evaluated in Table 10.

Figure 5.17 The frequency and leakage power comparison using 2MHz case study with body biasing.
In Figure 5.18, the frequency and dynamic energy trends are shown for two library cells with voltage scaling from 0.3V to 0.4V. Note that when scaling the supply voltage, the dynamic energy is dominant. The leakage trend is not shown in Figure 4.17. At the 2MHz target frequency (indicated by the green line), SA and SSA need lower supply voltages than CM and consume lower dynamic energy. Further results combining supply and body biasing tuning results are shown in Table 10.

Among all six options working at 2MHz, the SSA cells working at 0.3V with 0.24V forward biasing consume the lowest dynamic energy. SSA saves 40% of the dynamic energy with regard to CM working at 0.365V with zero biasing, and 20% at 0.3V with 0.27V body biasing. When leakage power saving is the target, SSA working at 0.355V provides the highest leakage savings. Compared to the CM options 1 and 4, the leakage reduction factors are 92% and 51%, respectively. Assuming that the forward body biasing voltage can be turned off during idle time, the leakage power is reduced, as shown in-between the parentheses. The leakage savings of the SSA and SA sub-threshold libraries is 50% and 67%, respectively.

Another interesting conclusion is that, when minimizing the supply or the body biasing voltage, the SA cells offer the most voltage-to-frequency efficien-
cy: SA needs 0.35V with zero body biasing, or 0.3V with 0.22V biasing voltage to achieve 2MHz frequency.

Table 10 2MHz case study data summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CM</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CM</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, compared to the commercial library cells, the sub-threshold library cells have lower dynamic energy, lower leakage power, and need lower supply voltage to work at the same frequency when post-silicon tuning techniques are used in sub-threshold region.

5.4.2 NAND-NOR and XOR Chain

The frequency of different chains as a function of supply voltage is listed in Table 11. The relative frequency ratio is shown in Figure 5.19.

The data in Figure 5.19 are calculated from the average frequency of SA chains over the average frequency of CM chains at each voltage. As can be concluded from Figure 5.11, when comparing against the commercial library cells, the NAND-NOR gates (shown in red), and the XOR gates (shown in green), from the proposed sub-threshold library show higher frequency at sub/near-threshold. At 0.3V, the NAND-NOR chain shows 2× higher frequency while the XOR chain shows only 1.3× higher frequency. The difference between the improvement factors is because the size of the NAND and NOR gates used in comparison are twice more than the minimum size, thereby allowing a larger sizing optimization search space. The size of the XOR gate in the comparison is close to minimum size, limiting the optimization search space. From 0.7V to 1.1V, the frequency of the proposed sub-threshold library is worse than the commercial library [14, 30].
Table 11 Frequency of the NAND-NOR and XOR chains [0.3V, 1.1V]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage [V]</th>
<th>72-stage NX-chain</th>
<th>200-stage XOR-chain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial [Hz]</td>
<td>Sub-Vt [Hz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>92.5K</td>
<td>183K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.76M</td>
<td>1.17M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.62M</td>
<td>6.35M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>17.7M</td>
<td>22.6M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>46.3M</td>
<td>45.0M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>88.9M</td>
<td>77.9M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>143M</td>
<td>112M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>198M</td>
<td>148M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>250M</td>
<td>179M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.19 The frequency ratio comparison using NAND-NOR and XOR chains (Vgs=Vds=[0.3V,1.1V]).

5.4.3 Conclusions of Section 5.4

Silicon measurements were presented in this section. The inverter chain/ring oscillator structure is used to compare the frequency, leakage, and the influence of body biasing in sub-threshold region. The body biasing comparison indicates that, with the same performance target in the sub-threshold region, the cells from the sub-threshold library have lower leakage power and dynamic energy consumption with regard to the ones of the commercial library. The NAND-NOR and XOR chain comparison results prove that the width and length-tuned library cells have better performance in the sub-threshold region yet lower speed in the super-threshold region.
CHAPTER 6

SUB-THRESHOLD DESIGN USING THE OPTIMIZED LIBRARIES

The behavior of the standard cells of different libraries was compared with both simulation and measurement results at different supply voltages and different process corners in the previous chapter. In this chapter, the standard cell library containing 166 cells is evaluated from a design perspective. The libraries are used to synthesize circuits from the ISCAS and ITC benchmarks to assess gate count, speed and energy. The results are compared against a corresponding super-threshold library that was characterized to operate in the sub-threshold regime. A test-chip was taped out in 40nm CMOS technology. The test-chip consists of several multiply accumulate modules implemented with the libraries described in this thesis and a commercial library characterized in the sub-threshold regime. Silicon measurements confirm the advantages in terms of power and speed of using the new libraries.

6.1 Logic Synthesis Benchmarking: Evaluation of Low Voltage Libraries on Actual Designs

6.1.1 ISCAS Benchmarks

In Table 12, the proposed library is compared with the super threshold library in 90nm CMOS technology node. One can see that for all shown circuits in the SS corner, the proposed library has up to 57% and 69% improvement in timing and energy, respectively. In the TT corner, the timing and energy improvements are 55% and 74%, respectively. In general, the synthesis with the proposed libraries yields a lower gate count number. It is also noticed that with the proposed library, the logic synthesis tool tends to use more complex cells. This is because the transition balancing theory is based on the topology of the standard cells. Complex cells allow bigger optimization room. Therefore, the optimized complex cells have more balanced and larger currents when com-
pared to the commercial library cells. This also proves that the balancing theory is effective for delay and power savings without area penalty.

Table 12: ISCAS benchmark circuit comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Commercial Library</th>
<th>This Thesis</th>
<th>Improvement Comparison %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timing (ns)</td>
<td>Power (μW)</td>
<td>Gate Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6288 SS</td>
<td>199.32</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>137.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>34.86</td>
<td>16.48</td>
<td>274.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3450 SS</td>
<td>138.75</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>112.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>30.78</td>
<td>15.74</td>
<td>217.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1355 SS</td>
<td>57.21</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>34.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>13.44</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>68.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74283 SS</td>
<td>220.91</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>7.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>41.19</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>13.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74L85 SS</td>
<td>272.74</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>14.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>55.48</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>27.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74182 SS</td>
<td>167.15</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>6.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>31.43</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>12.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 12, a comparison with regard to the work of [16] and [28] is also shown. Due to the lack of information in [16, 28], the synthesis experiments cannot be scaled to the same technology node to compare the balancing approach directly with their proposed sizing method. Only the benchmark improvement data (with regard to their own reference library in their own technology) is compared. The difference between the approach in [16] and the proposed sub-threshold sizing method is that $V_{th}$ variation is considered in the proposed method. Furthermore, transition-based sizing allows us to compensate for the worst-case delay by increasing the best-case delay. This allows us to match the rise and fall delays. In [28], the channel length is increased to decrease $V_{th}$, leading to a higher current through the transistors. Because the channel length is increased to minimize $V_{th}$, the width is decreased to minimize the gate capacitance in order to be able to optimize the delay. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and Chapter 4, the proposed sizing optimization goal is to balance the rise and fall transitions, not to maximize the current. Observe
that the proposed library has on average 3.3x and 4.8x better timing improvement than the work in [16, 28], respectively, and has 1.6x better energy improvement when compared to [28].

6.1.2 ITC Benchmarks

ITC benchmark circuits [76] were synthesized for minimum delay to compare the effect of the 40nm CMOS libraries at 0.3 V. Before the results of the entire benchmark suite are presented, a speed-area study on one benchmark circuit is carried out first: namely, the synthesis results of the B14 circuit from ITC benchmark circuit [76] are analyzed in detail. The critical paths of the B14 circuit were then extracted. One thousand Monte Carlo simulations were performed to generate the delay distributions of each critical path to compare the variability of different libraries. The results are shown in Figure 6.1. As can be seen from Figure 6.1, the critical path delay follows a log-normal distribution. Without any sizing optimization, the critical path has a wide distribution with a long tail as the blue line shows. The delay distribution of the critical path of the proposed library cells is left-shifted and narrowed down. The mean delay decreases from 4.25µs to 2.59µs, and the variation is reduced from 44% to 30%.

![Figure 6.1 Comparison of the critical path delay distribution of the B14 circuit in 40nm CMOS technology.](image)

The trends of the synthesized delay versus the area of the ITC B14 circuit at 0.3 V are shown in Figure 6.2. The three black arrows show different constraints. With the width and length-tuned library, the circuit can work at a faster speed. Arrow C indicates that, when delay is a constraint, the circuit synthesized by the width and length-tuned library requires a 14% smaller area as compared to the circuit synthesized with the super-threshold library. When area is the constraint (Arrow B), the circuit synthesized by the width- and
length-tuned library is 1.8× faster. Without any constraints, the circuit can be sped up 2.1× with 1.08× area compared to the circuit synthesized by the super-threshold library, as indicated by arrow A.

The delay, area, and power information of the B14 circuit with different constraints are shown in Table 13, Table 14, and Table 15. In Table 13, the speed of the circuit synthesized by the proposed library is pushed to the highest possible value (like Arrow A in Figure 6.2). The delay improvement and power savings when the area is constrained is listed in Table 14 (as Arrow B in Figure 6.2). The area and power savings when the same target delay is applied are shown in Table 15 (as the Arrow C in Figure 6.2).

![Figure 6.2](image)

**Figure 6.2** The delay and area comparison using synthesized B14 circuit ($V_{GS}=V_{DS}=0.3V$, 40nm CMOS technology).

**Table 13** ITC benchmark circuit synthesis results for maximum speed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Delay (ns)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Area ($\mu m^2$)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Total Power (nW)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Super-threshold library</td>
<td>Width and length tuned</td>
<td>Super-threshold library</td>
<td>Width and length tuned</td>
<td>Super-threshold library</td>
<td>Width and length tuned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B01</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>−4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B02</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>−6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B03</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>−13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B04</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>2525</td>
<td>−19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B05</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>3118</td>
<td>3664</td>
<td>−17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B14</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>1720</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>25866</td>
<td>28056</td>
<td>−8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results indicate that, in the 40nm CMOS technology node, the circuits synthesized by the proposed width- and length-tuned library have better timing, smaller area, and lower power consumption when compared to the super-threshold library at 0.3 V. For the delay driven comparison shown in Table 13, one can observe a maximum timing improvement of 52% and power savings of 39%. If the same area constraint is applied, the maximum timing improvement is 44% and the power savings is 41%. When the delay target is set the same for both libraries, the width- and length-tuned library achieves up to 24% area savings and 53% power savings.

Table 14 ITC benchmark circuit synthesis results (equal area)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Delay (ns)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Area (µm²)</th>
<th>Total Power (nW)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Super-</td>
<td>Super-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>threshold</td>
<td>threshold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Width and</td>
<td>Width and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>length</td>
<td>length</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tuned</td>
<td>tuned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B01</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B02</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B03</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B04</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>2077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.267</td>
<td>0.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B05</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>3118</td>
<td>3114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.336</td>
<td>0.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B14</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>25866</td>
<td>25614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.795</td>
<td>2.466</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15 ITC benchmark circuit synthesis results (same delay)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Delay (ns)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Area (µm²)</th>
<th>Total Power (nW)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Super-</td>
<td>Super-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>threshold</td>
<td>threshold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Width and</td>
<td>Width and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>length</td>
<td>length</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tuned</td>
<td>tuned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B01</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B02</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B03</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B04</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>1671</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.267</td>
<td>0.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B05</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>3118</td>
<td>2726</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.336</td>
<td>0.723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B14</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>25866</td>
<td>24121</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.795</td>
<td>2.852</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2 Silicon Results

In addition to the simulation results of the benchmark circuits, a test chip was designed to evaluate the library sizing techniques through silicon measurements. The test chip was fabricated in the 40nm CMOS technology. On this test chip, a hardware accelerator is used to enable an efficient ECG algorithm mapping. The accelerator is designed to be connected with an ARM Cortex M3 processor via the high performance on chip bus (AHB bus). An ARM Cortex M3 processor is a 32-bit processor, and the ECG algorithms typically require data types which are a multiplier of 12-bit. Therefore, the proposed accelerator uses native ARM data types of 16-bit and 32-bit signed values. Though designed as a hardware accelerator for an ARM processor, in this test chip, the accelerator is not connected to an ARM processor. It uses random data generated by a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) as input to compare the frequency and power consumption of different libraries at multiple voltages.

For benchmarking purposes, in the test chip, the hardware accelerator is implemented three times, synthesized using different libraries with different frequency and power targets. A high-level architecture of the test chip is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3 The architecture of the test chip.

The following outlines the blocks of the accelerator module in Figure 6.3. MAU stands for multiply accumulate unit. ISO is short for the isolation cell, which is needed to enable or disable the transition across two power domains. LFSR is the linear feedback shift register used to generate the input data for the
MAU. CRC is the cyclic redundancy check, which is used to determine whether the output is correct or not. SPI is the standard serial-parallel-interface. The AHB-MAU block is designed to connect to an ARM processor. In this design, the AHB-MAU block is, however, modified to connect the SPI interface with the outputs of three MAUs.

Multiple power domains are used to measure the power consumption separately. Power domains 1, 2, and 3 are the MAU domains synthesized at low voltage, in which different libraries and different synthesis settings are used. Power domain 1 contains cells from the proposed sub-threshold library with maximum frequency as synthesis target (as point A shown in Figure 6.2). Power domain 2 uses cells of the super-threshold library synthesized for maximum frequency. Power domain 3 has the same frequency target as power domain 2 but the cells are of the sub-threshold library. This power domain intends to show the low power and small area potential of the sub-threshold library (as point C, shown in Figure 6.2). Note that, during synthesis, setting up a different clock frequency for each module requires different clock domains. In this design, there is no connection between MAUs. Therefore a multiple clock domain setup is not required. The clock frequency setting is explained later in Section 6.2.1. Power domain 4 is an intermediate power domain operating at SPI clock speed, in which the voltage is around the threshold voltage. Because the whole IO of the chip is working at nominal voltage 1.1V, power domain 4 serves as a transition stage between the low voltage domains and the rest of the chip working at 1.1V.

The layout view and die photo are shown in Figure 6.4.

![Figure 6.4 The die and layout view of the test chip.](image)
6.2.1 Design Strategies for the Hardware Accelerators

Since multiple power domains are implemented in this design, the frequency target settings for different power domains at different modes need to be considered. When synthesizing the complete chip with all the modules included, the frequency of each module cannot be set separately without enabling multiple clock domain settings. The easiest way to set frequency targets of different MAUs is to set the maximum path delay value of the critical paths of each MAU. To identify the critical paths and maximum path delay value of each MAU, a separate synthesis process is needed. Each MAU is synthesized together with the SPI module in power domain 4 to ensure the correct data transfer between two modules in the sub-threshold region. As mentioned in the previous section, power domain 4 serves as an intermediate section between the IO and the MAUs. The working voltage of the SPI interface is around the technology’s threshold voltage and with a dedicated SPI clock. After the maximum path delay and the critical paths are determined for each MAU, the command `set_max_delay` of Cadence RTL Compiler is used to set the frequency target of each MAU during top level synthesis with multiple power domains and power modes stated in the common power format (CPF) file. Note that the single MAU and SPI synthesis is just used to find the maximum delay and the input and output pins of the critical paths. In this design, the focus is the performance in the sub-threshold region. Therefore, the frequency at nominal voltage is irrelevant in having a negligible influence on the frequency in the sub-threshold region.

With the clock frequency and maximum path delay values properly aligned at different voltages for the different power domains, the next settings that need to be determined are power and area related parameters. MAU1 is aggressively designed by setting the optimization target with minimum area and zero leakage power to collect the area and leakage power numbers. MAU1 is designed to represent Arrow A in Figure 6.2. Therefore the zero area and zero leakage synthesis targets are also set. MAU2 (synthesized with the super-threshold library characterized at low voltages) is the reference design. The area of MAU2 is used to tune the area of MAU3 (synthesized by the proposed sub-threshold library) together with the timing constraints in order to compare the leakage power of the two MAUs when the area is similar, as shown by Arrow B in Figure 6.2.
The libraries at different corners and ±10% voltages near the synthesized voltage need to be included in the low power CPF flow settings, based on the recommended operating point settings of the foundry model. These libraries are used for the Multi Mode Multi Corner check during the backend phase of the design. During the library characterization, the setup and hold check matrix needs to be verified at different voltages. This is because, in the sub-threshold region, the timing values of the standard cells are very sensitive to supply voltage change. It is not unusual to see that the frequency difference can be up to 10× from 0.3V to 0.4V.

Another important step in the backend flow is the clock tree synthesis (CTS). In the sub-threshold region, the slew and delay of the cells are much smaller compared to the super-threshold region. For that reason, the CTS process tends to have a perfect clock tree, which means that the clock waveforms at the output node of the clock tree are adjusted very steeply. The skew is also minimized. The perfect clock tree consumes considerable power because big clock buffers are inserted along the clock tree. However, in the sub-threshold region, a sufficiently good clock tree can tolerate the slower transition delay as well as flip-flops with negative hold time requirements. Therefore, a more relaxed clock skew setting is used in the CTS. The maximum allowed clock buffer size is limited to drive strength 4, which is large enough to generate proper clock output in the clock tree simulation.

6.2.2 Measurement Results and Evaluation of Design Characteristics

In this section, the measurement results of the test chip are shown to compare the advantages and disadvantages of different libraries at different voltages.

The three modules are connected to an SPI structure. The writing and reading waveforms of the SPI are shown in Figure 6.5. The writing process is shown on the left side, while the waveform when the SPI is reading from the modules is shown on the right side.
Figure 6.5 The writing and reading waveforms of the SPI.

The currents of three modules are shown in Figure 6.6. The current is measured by connecting a 10MΩ resistor at the supply node. The actual supply voltage is scaled to maintain the same supply voltage that would otherwise be directly applied to the three modules. Both idle current and active current are shown. Note that the three current trends are measured individually and restored to one screen for comparison purposes. The leakage current comparison is shown in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.6 The current trends of MAU1, MAU2, and MAU3.

The comparisons of the frequency and dynamic energy are carried out among the three MAUs at different voltages (see Figure 6.7). MAU1, shown in green, is the synthesized module which has the fastest speed in the sub-
threshold region from all three modules. MAU2, shown in blue, and MAU3, shown in red, have the same synthesis timing target. The only difference between MAU2 and MAU3 is that MAU2 is synthesized by the characterized super-threshold library cells, whereas MAU3 is synthesized by the proposed sub-threshold library as MAU1. Note that, the comparison of frequency and dynamic energy presented in Figure 6.7 shows a cross voltage comparison. All three modules are measured through the same voltage range. The horizontal axis shows the dynamic energy while the vertical axis shows the frequency. The voltage level scales from 0.4V to 1.1V as can be seen from the bottom left to the top right direction in Figure 6.7.

When looking at the vertical axis, and comparing the frequency of three modules, MAU2 has the highest frequency at nominal voltage as shown at the top right side of Figure 6.7. MAU1 has the highest frequency at the lowest comparison voltage as shown at the bottom left side of the Figure 6.7. A similar trend was found in the inverter chain measurements in Chapter 5. MAU1 is 1.5x faster compared with MAU2 at the lowest voltage. Compared with MAU3, MAU1 is 2.0x faster. Comparing the frequency of the three modules alone at the same supply voltage, the advantage of using the proposed library is not as great as in the chain comparison. This is because frequency is not the only target during synthesis. The energy consumption is also considered. MAU1 is not only faster in the sub-threshold region, but also shows improvements in terms of dynamic energy savings. From the sub-threshold to super-threshold region, the green line always stays on the left side of the blue line, which means MAU1 is more dynamic energy efficient compared to MAU2. On average, at the same frequency, MAU1 can achieve more than 50% dynamic energy savings. When comparing MAU2 with MAU3 with the same synthesis target, the two modules are seen to have similar speed and dynamic energy consumption in the sub-threshold region.
The reason to include MAU3 in the test chip is to show the leakage savings advantage of the sub-threshold library. The leakage comparison from 0.4V to 1.1V is shown in Figure 6.8. In the compared voltage range, MAU1 and MAU3 modules are less leaky compared to MAU2. On average, MAU1 and MAU3 consume 33% and 40% lower leakage power, respectively, compared to MAU2.

6.2.3 Conclusions of Section 6.2

In this section, the libraries are compared based on silicon measurement results of a low power hardware accelerator. Three copies of the hardware accelerator are used to compare the libraries from both the frequency and power perspectives. From the frequency and dynamic energy comparison, the accelerator generated by the proposed sub-threshold library (MAU1) saves 50%
dynamic energy in the sub-threshold region when running at the same clock frequency of the super-threshold library based module (MAU2). From the frequency comparison between the MAU1 and MAU2, at the minimum working voltage, the proposed sub-threshold library cells can achieve 2x better frequency compared to the commercial library cells. When comparing the leakage power of the two libraries, from sub-threshold to super-threshold, on average, it is found that the proposed sub-threshold library cells consume 33% to 40% lower leakage power compared to the super-threshold library cells.

Based on different synthesis targets, the sub-threshold library generated by the proposed sub-threshold sizing method provides a faster and more power efficient solution in the sub-threshold region compared to the super-threshold library.
In Section 7.1, the most important conclusions which are made in the previous chapters are recapped. The future research directions that we are interested in are discussed in Section 7.2.

### 7.1 Conclusions

Sub-threshold operation is an essential technique for low power applications. Working in the sub-threshold region not only provides power reduction benefits, but also leads to many well known problems, such as process variations, logic failure, and slow frequency. Therefore, the study and optimization of the sub-threshold operation is very important for the robustness of low power applications. In this work, the focus is on the sub-threshold digital circuit design, more specifically, the standard cell sizing optimization in the sub-threshold region.

The research starts from the behavior analysis of the transistors working in the sub-threshold region in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. In the behavior analysis section, the sizing effects are studied for single NMOS and PMOS transistors, stacked transistors, parallel connected transistors, and transistors within other different transistor topologies. The differences between the super-threshold and sub-threshold operations are pointed out. Based on the behavior analysis and the transistor sizing effects, several possible sizing strategies are proposed for sub-threshold operation optimization.

With the understandings of how transistors with different geometry behave in the sub-threshold region, the research continued in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, a balancing based voltage and technology independent sizing methodology is proposed. Based on the balancing methodology, two sizing methods, the width- and length-tuning method and the width-tuning-only method, are presented.
In Chapter 5, the standard cell libraries are developed in 40nm and 90nm technology nodes. The standard cell layout style and the library characterization process in the sub-threshold region are studied to guarantee an optimized and accurate library model at the target voltages.

In Chapter 6, the low power design backend flow is discussed, based on the behavior of the standard cells in the sub-threshold region. With the carefully tuned backend parameters, a test circuit is successfully developed in 40nm technology node to compare the proposed library with the commercial library at different voltages.

Overall, to benchmark the contribution of this thesis, comparisons between the proposed sub-threshold sizing methodology and libraries and the super-threshold sizing methodology and commercial libraries are carried out. At the cell level comparison, at different corners, up to 4x performance improvement and 40% variation savings can be achieved in the sub-threshold region. On average, the proposed standard cells are 40% faster compared to the commercial standard cells. When comparing the leakage power consumption, it is found that the proposed library is 50% less leaky than the commercial library cells from the sub-threshold region to the super-threshold region. When the comparison is carried out in the circuit level, similar improvement can be found in the simulation comparisons of the ISCAS and ITC benchmark circuits. In the test circuit measurement comparison, the module made by the proposed library outlines the module made by the commercial library in terms of dynamic energy (50% lower), frequency (2x higher), and leakage power (40% lower) in the sub-threshold region.

### 7.2 Future Work

Though a sizing methodology is proposed and other low voltage related issues have been studied, there are still some remaining tasks and interesting topics that can be explored further:

- In this thesis, the libraries are optimized for 0.3V only. Even though the optimized frequency is improved to 2x compared to the commercial library, it is still in the KHz range. The same optimization methodology can be applied at higher voltages to broaden the application area.
• Due to the layout customization effort, only 166 cells are chosen to be optimized in this thesis, a more complete set of standard cells is needed to fully evaluate the proposed sizing methodology.

• A sub-threshold cell pruning strategy is needed. For some cells, the variation is around 100% or even larger. For some cells, when the loading capacitance is over 10x of the gate capacitance, the output slew is 100x greater than when the loading capacitance is around 2x of the gate capacitance. Such cells need to be redesigned or removed from the sub-threshold library.

There are interesting topics to explore, not only in the development of the standard cell library, but also in the usage of the standard cell library in the low power backend flow.

The first topic of interest is the clock tree synthesis (CTS). In the sub-threshold region, the speed of the NMOS and PMOS transistors is very slow. Therefore, the tolerance of the input slew is larger than in the super-threshold region. The sub-threshold CTS timing constrains need to be adjusted according to the supply voltage setting. From circuit design perspectives, the design of new clock buffers and flip-flops for sub-threshold operation is also an interesting topic.

Another aspect that is worth investigating is how to design a system that has robust operation from the super-threshold region to the sub-threshold region. Such a system can benefit from the high-speed computing from the super-threshold mode and the low-energy consumption from the sub-threshold mode. An alternative solution is near-threshold computing. By optimizing the circuit at near-threshold voltage, the circuit can have medium frequency and still maintain lower power consumption than in the super-threshold region. Another possible solution is voltage-island techniques: dividing the whole system into several voltage islands. Like the chip shown in Chapter 5, a hardware accelerator is working in the sub-threshold region and is used as a matrix multiplexer unit of a main core working at nominal voltage. The tricky part in the circuit design of this solution is the communication between the low-voltage island and the high-voltage island. A specified flip-flop and level shifter design is needed.

Finally, in the circuit optimization process, individual customization is applied for each different cell for the best results. The optimization effort is huge
for a complete standard cell library. Therefore, either a more generic optimization strategy or an automatic optimization and verification flow is needed. What is meant by a generic optimization strategy is to cluster a set of the cells and apply one simple and effective optimization for one cell cluster. And what this simple and effective optimization means is to find a sweet point between the optimization effort and optimization result. Additionally, an automatic optimization and verification process includes the netlist optimization, layout generation, and simulation verification.
Log-normal distribution parameter calculation

Suppose \( X \) is the set of data which obeys a log-normal distribution

\( \log(X) \) obeys a normal distribution

\( E[\log(X)] \) and \( \text{Std}[\log(X)] \) are the mean and standard deviation values of the normal distribution, respectively.

Then the mean and standard deviation values of \( X \) are calculated as

\[
E[X] = e^{E[\log(X)]+\frac{1}{2}\text{Std}^2[\log(X)]}
\]

\[
\text{Std}[X] = e^{\text{Std}^2[\log(X)]} - 1E[X]
\]

And the upper and lower bound parameters (\( E\pm3\text{Std} \)) used in Chapter 2 are calculated as

\[
E \pm 3\text{Std}[X] = e^{E[\log(X)]\pm3\text{Std}[\log(X)]}
\]
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